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Board denies
pay raise for
A.S. directors

Santa’s in town

By Martin Cheek
Daily staff writer

!Making a guest appearance on the SJSI.. campus. Santa Claus (Doug
Kesler) greets Joe Dermenjian (left) and Brian Kilgore. Santa was

Greg Walton Gaily statt photographer
distributing fly-ers for this week’s Christmas Faire at the Student
Union.

A controversial motion by the Associated Student Board of Directors
to vote themselves a nearly 1(X) percent stipend increase did not pass
Wednesday.
Because the vote was a fiscal
amendment, it needed a two-thirds
majority to pass. Out of II board
members, it received six favorable
votes. Two members voted against
the raise and three members weren’t
present.
If the motion had passed, each director would have received $2(X) per
month. Their present stipend is $75
per month.
A.S. President Terry McCarthy
and A.S. Vice President Patricia
Phillips released a memo at the
meeting stating their position against
the stipend increase.
"The proposal is too broad and
unorganized," said the memo. "It is
a conflict of interest for the Board to
raise its own stipend."
Phillips said she didn’t think the

hoard of directors should raise their
stipend during the middle of their
term.
She said she wanted the amendment to go through a budget hearing
process at the end of next semester.
’I don’t think that it’s fitting for
the integrity ot this body not to go
through the process.’’ she said.
Kevin Reese, director of business,
said the current stipend is unfair to
minorities who can’t afford serving
on the A.S.
"People from different economic
backgrounds are discouraged from
participating on the board," he said.
Leigh Kirmsse, A.S director of
California State Affairs, favored the
proposed stipend increase because
officers in the SJSU student government receive much less money than
other universities.
"Our campus has more students
and less students serving on student
government than any other campus. she said.
Kirmsse said she loses an average
See RAISE, back page

SUBOD allocates $100,000 to Spartan Shops
By Jeff Elder
Daily staff writer

At the objection of the Associated
Students’ chief financial officer, the
Student Union Board of Directors allocated $100,000 for repairs in the
Student Union cafeteria Tuesday.
"That was inappropriate," A.S.
Controller Mark Murillo said of the
I4-to-one vote to fund the repair of
two floors and redesign of the salad
bar in the restaurant. A.S. President
Terry McCarthy abstained from the
vote.
"With the fiscal restraints we’re
facing this year and the cost overruns

in the SUREC facility, that should
never have been done," Murillo
said. "We’re required to maintain
the facility in its original condition,
not to expand it."
Murillo said spending Student
Union monies on projects other than
the Rec Center, while raising student
fees to pay for the facility was "double-taxing the students."
But Spartan Shops General Manager Ron Duval said the Student
Union serves in a "landlord capacity" for Spartan Shops, and is obligated to make repairs.
"We have some major problems

Planning ahead

County supervisor
eager to start duties
By Datil Parkin
Daily staff writer

A month after the most expensive
supervisorial election in Santa Clara
County history the rivals are still bitter. But the victor, Ron Gonzales.
remains philosophical.
"I never expected to get through it
without getting bloody," he said.
But Gonzales didn’t go through it
alone. He had widespread support
during the vicious race. Volunteers
helping him included SJSU students
as well as senior citizens and high
school students.
Gonzales said he believes the
sense of family among the volunteers was a key element in the victory. SJSU students who worked on
the campaign agree.
SJSU student Ogweho "Peter"
Wasonga signed up to be a volunteer
before he knew what Gonzales
looked like.
"When I walked into the campaign office, he was the first to say
hi. but I didn’t know it was him. I

’As a staff member,
you carry out
policy. As an
elected official, you
write policy.’
Ron
Gonzales,
County supervisor elect
asked ’where’s Ron?’
" ’What, I don’t look like a candidate?’ he answered. We laughed.
He’s a good man," Wasonga said.
Other SJSU students who worked
on the campaign echoed Wasonga’s
praise of the candidate.
"The contacts to voters were always personal. He had a lot of family members working, hut we all felt
like extended family ." said Mary
See SUPERVISOR. back page

Finals’ week nears
By Kara Myers
staff writer
’Tis the season of good tidings
and finals. For most students this
means trying to cram an entire semester into one night of studying.
But there are ways to help optimize the results of this crammed
study session.
According to laboratory studies,
peak performance for memory recall
is concurrent with the peak body
temperature. For most people, this
occurs in the afternoon between 3
and 9 p. m
If this is true, then the hest time to
Daily

take a final is during the afternoon.
But what if the final is at 7:15
am.’?
There are several options, according Dan Holley, an SJSU biology
professor who studies biological
clocks, or circadian rhythms.
Holley said body temperature varies cyclically with the peak occurring at roughly the same time each
day. For a morning person, this
would he sometime before noon. For
this person, a 7:15 a.m. exam is no
problem.
But someone whose peak is in the
See FINALS, back page

duce Rec Center cost overruns.
The Rec Center is $10 million
over budget. Student tee, were
raised $8 for next semester to cover
overruns due in pan to mismanageMark Murillo, ment.
controller
SUBOD Chair Rick Thomas, who
ran against Murillo for the controller
"My main concern is trying to post last spring, supported the alloprocess more customers through the cation because he said repairs and
lines, so we can serve more peo- expansion will improve service for
ple," he said.
students.
Duval had no comment on Muril"Ninety-five percent of the peolo’s assertion that Student Union ple who eat at the cafeteria are stufunds, much of which come from dents." Thomas said. "So upgradstudent fees, should be used to re- ing the facility is nothing hut a

’We’re required to maintain the facility in
its original condition, not to expand it.’
with present facilities," Duval said.
"We have to fix some leaks in
floors."
Duval said the salad bar must be
redesigned because of a drainage
problem and because the existing facility hinders the flow of traffic during lunch rushes.

benefit for students. Students will
get better service and better quality
food.
Thomas said some students may
have objected to the allocation because Spartan Shops recently allocated $200,000 to the development
of new food areas in a proposed meteorology building on campus.
"Some people may have asked
why Spartan Shops would allocate
so much money only to turn around
and ask us for more," Thomas said.
"But my position is that what Spartan Shops did with that money has
nothing to do with us."

Pranksters paste on phony fixtures
By. Leah Pels
Daily staff writer

The new Engineering Building
has earned its nickname of "the big
bathroom on campus."
A shower head and two spigots
mysteriously appeared Wednesday
morning on each of the three tiled
columns in front of the building,
which is located across from the Student Union. Wisps of dried glue
hung from the silver-colored ceramic
fixtures as if the creator were in a
hurry.
"We work here and we think it’s
the greatest thing that’s happened
(since the building was dedicated),"
said two men who asked between
chuckles for anonymity. "When we
talk about the Engineering Building
people say, ’Oh, you mean the big
bathroom.’ "
"I think they’re cute and in the
spirit of the holidays," one worker
said.
Madeline Bodisco, a senior studying ceramics, used her knowledge of
tile to critique the "artwork."
"I think it’s wonderful craftsmanship," Bodisco said. "They
were put on with hot glue and can
it’s
come off with a razor blade
nondestructive."
Five students used an electrical
outlet inside the building to put the
bathroom fixtures on the pillars between 1 and 2 a.m. Wednesday, said
a student who asked that her name
not be used. The process took about
See FIXTURES, back page

Editor’s note:
Today’s Spartan Daily is the
last issue of the semester. We will
resume publication on January
26, the first day of classes for the
Spring semester.
On behalf of the Spartan Daily
staff, I wish all of you a happy
holiday season and the best of
luck with finals.
Denise Zapata
Spring semester Editor
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Kendra lick

- Daily Man photographer

Fake shower fixtures adorn a pillar of the recently completed Engineering Building
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And the beat goes on
first. I thought it \Ails the
Atreincarnation of the same holiday spirit I
had as a kid, when I woke up at 6 a.m.
on Christmas morning, eager to shred all the
bright I, wrapped boxes and reveal their
contents.
But it seems to me, the ambiance of
holiday shopping is a little different in 1988. I
couldn’t quite detect the pulse of it until I
noticed I was singing along with "Walking in
a Winter Wonderland."
Johnny Mathis would have been proud.
So after visiting a few more shopping
centers Eastridge.
Valley Fair and
Oakridge
there was no doubt left: Muzak
has taken on a dramatic transformation.
Even in the flourescent dungeons a.k.a.
has taken a change
grocery stores Muzak
grocery stores
for the better. And get this in
such as Fry’s and Lucky’s, you can shop to the
sounds of Pink Floyd’s "The Wall," Rod
Stess art’s "Do you think I’m sexy’"," and
Queen’s "We are the champions."
And if you’re in on a good night, there’s a
Beatles "Abbey Road" where they play side
one all the way through except for the last
song, "Her Majesty."
But there’s no doubt holiday Muzak has
been refined.
"We definitely try to change it and update
it every couple of years," said Steve Tracy,
the ganeral manager of Muzak in San
Francisco. "Within the last three years, as a
whole, Muzak has changed a lot.
Contemporary vocals has been the theme, but
N. e Still have a lot of instrumentals."
Muzak Inc. moved from New York City
to Seattle three years ago. Most of this
year’s recordings were done with the
Philadelphia Philharmonic Orchestra,
according to Tracy.
Tracy said the goal of "piped in music,"
holiday or otherwise, is two-pronged.
Throughout the United States, over three
million American workers perform their daily
tasks with Muzak.
"What’s important, is we can’t disturb the
function of the environment," Tracy said.
- ’It’s a blend of a number of theories, but it’s
designed to reflect a worker’s curv.
Specifical Is . its involved around repetitive
tasks. There’s a certain amount of drain around
10 and 1 I o’clock in the morning. That’s when
we try to play up-tempo music.
"Same thing with the holiday shopping,
although there’s certainly a lot of distractions.
We try to create a sound environment that has
none of the distractions and makes a shopper
feel like they has en’ t spent a long time in a
store or in line. The less time they feel they’re
spending, the longer the ’II stay and most
likely spend mone,
And if you want live music. Nordstom’s at
the Valley Fair, Oakridge and Stanford
shopping centers feature a pianist who tickles
the ivories with Christmas tunes.
So if you think you’ve gone mad because
of a sudden blissful surge while you’re out
there with the masses furiously shopping,
don’t despair. There’s a reason behind it and
most likely, you’ll he clueless as to why your
wallet is empty and the Visa statement is three
pages long.
Sean Nlulcaster is next semester’s Sports
Editor.

Open Invitation
The Spartan Daily would like to extend an invitation to our on campus readers.
A bimonthly feature on the Forum
page next semester "Campus Voice" will
be your opportunity to speak out in the
Daily on issues concerning the campus
community.
Submissions must include author’s
name, major or occupation, address and
phone number.
Columns can he on any topic. However, personal attacks and columns in poor
taste will not he published. All columns
will he edited for length or libel.
Submit columns to the Daily office in
Dwight Bente’ Hall.
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Christmas brings back memories
The Christmas of 1984 was the
last one I spent with my father.
Every year when the holiday comes,
the emotions of the season trigger
my memory and I travel back in my
mind to that painful Christmas.
It was the last day of high school
before winter break. My sister
picked her best friend and me up at
the Salinas high schools we
attended and we went Christmas
shopping at Northridge mall. I hate
shopping and became grouchy as
Ramona and Tracie looked for
presents. While they shopped. I kept
reminding my sister that I had to
take mom and dad to the annual
Christmas party at the Grange, a
farmer’s social organization.
"There’s plenty of time,"
Ramona kept saying as the day got
darker. But when we finally arrived
home, my dad was furious because
we were late. Mom had left for the
dinner and dad had waited for us at
home, imagining my sister and I
had perished in a car accident.
All I can remember is the yelling
and swearing. Dad had a paralyzing
stroke five years before and he
frantically tried to move his dead
right arm. He couldn’t articulate
very well, but his words stung. I felt
miserable with the hell my family
had descended into.
The unresolved conflict had built
up over the years and at that
moment. I felt I would burst with
the tension. I started screaming.
Without thinking, I grabbed a sharp
pair of scissors and suddenly
plunged it toward my heart. Perhaps

Martin Cheek
it was a desperate attempt to stop
the constant fighting. An inch from
my chest, I stopped the plunge but
attempted it several more times.
Dad and Ramona calmed down.
took the old man to the Grange
and we arrived before desert. I acted
congenial, joking with ranchers and
farmers and feeling miserable with
my hypocritical jolliness. We came
back home and returned to our
gloomy moods. I was glad to go to
bed.
That night, about 2 a.m., I heard
the radio by my dad’s hospital bed
suddenly start to blare. I dragged
myself out of bed and slowly
walked through the cold house to
the living room where my dad
called for help. Ramona was
already there.
Dad acted like he was drugged.
When he talked, his voice dragged
like a record played slow. His eyes
had a wild look in them. We called

the ambulance and when the
paramedics came, they took him to
the hospital. He had had a heart
attack.
That week before Christmas I
often drove to the hospital and spent
hours with dad in his intensive care
ward room. The hospital was
decorated with trees, blinking lights
and poinsettias, but the colorful
ornaments intensified the dreariness
I felt. In his hospital room, we’d
watch Christmas movies together
and he’d cry like a baby at the
sentimental endings of "It’s a
Wonderful Life" and "Scrooge."
We’d talk about happier
Christmases of the past. The time he
dressed up as Santa and I thought it
really was St. Nick, but skeptical
Ramona didn’t believe it for a
second. The time we didn’t have
enough money for a Christmas tree
so dad took a walnut branch and
covered it with green crepe paper
and we decorated that. It was
something he learned in the San
Joaquin
Valley during
the
Depression years.
Dad did live through Christmas.
His health improved for a while but
it got worse after the new year
began. He died January 10.
After that awful Christmas, I
often told people, "I hate the
holiday season," but I really don’t.
Even though the season brings back
a lot of painful memories for me, I
don’t think I can hate any holiday
that celebrates life and the birth of
the Christ child.

Another day, another decision
Decisions, decisions.
Every day I decide hundreds of
things: Whether to hit the snooze
button one more time, what to put
on first -- clothes or jewelry, eat
breakfast or be late for school.
Staying in bed all day to avoid
making decisions is a decision in
itself.
Ever since I became aware of the
multitude of decisions I constantly
face (I once took a time
management class that pointed this
out in order to put decision -making
into perspective), I became aware of
something else.
I procrastinate.
Not on the really big decisions.
When it comes to taking charge of
my life or doing what’s best for my
daughters. I have no trouble making
up my mind.
When I could no longer endure
the holocaust of a marriage I was in,
it ended with the finality of true
(My brother’s
decisiveness.
marriage broke up around the same
time, but he’s still legally married
five years later.)
When I lost my job almost two
years ago I decided on the spot to
return to school for my bachelor’s
degree. This generated thousands
of decisions that I handled with
alacrity -- which university to
attend, where to live while I
attended it, how to finance the
endeavor.
When I hit rock -bottom in my

opt
Sallie Mattison
personal life over a year ago,
questioning the meaning of life and
what my part in it was. I decided to
fill the dearth. Three weeks later I
was baptized into the Mormon
church, a truly golden decision.
Big decisions are not a problem
to make. They are a challenge. I
enjoy challenges.
I despise routine.
So, when faced with humdrum,
everyday types of decisions, my
tendency is to put it off. Maybe I’m
just hoping they’ll go away if I
ignore them long enough.
Dishes will stack up in the sink
until I decide we need to eat off of
clean plates. Usually I will also
decide that my children are old
enough to wash them.
Laundry will pile up while I
waver between deciding whether
the girls can wear their jeans one
more day or if there’s enough time

to run a kw loads before a date
arrives.
The rent check will bounce this
month because my financial aid
check (from October that I finally
picked up last week) is still in my
wallet while I decide when I will
have time to run by the bank.
Finals will be a nightmare as I
face the decision of whether to
study this weekend or do the
laundry. Or wash the dishes. Or go
to the bank. Or watch a movle on
HBO. Or take the kids Christmas
shopping. You get the picture.
But it’s not always the size of the
task that makes a decision difficult.
Sometimes it’s the nature of the
thing.
Like a recent struggle I had
choosing between the church and
the world. Normally there is no
question in my mind. I will always
believe the best decision for me lies
in the church.
But sometimes temptation can be
very strong.
This creates a
dilemma, which ultimately requires
a decision. It’s times like this when
it pays to wait. The decision is to
let the situation resolve itself.
Because I am aware of this
deficiency in my character. I realize
I will someday need to make a
decision to resolve my tendency of
putting things off ’till tomorrow.
But not today.
As a friend of mine told me: It’s
never too late to procrastinate.

Letters to the Editor
Contras thwart peace
Editor.
The public relations people for the
Republican Party have certainly
made a zombie out of Carlo Ariani
(see letter to editor 12-6-88). The
Contras and democracy have as
much in common as Karl Marx and
Donald Trump.
There’s a huge fallacy in American thinking that the U.S. promotes
the establishment of democratic governments around the world. Just the

opposite is true. When foreign na-

tions have formed democracies in
the past, time and time again the
U.S. has squashed these powers.
That’s what happened in Iran in
1954 and in Chile in 1973, Carlo, to
name just two of the more famous
cases. In 1984 George Bush went to
Pakistan to congratulate (congratulate!) President Zia for having killed
his democratically -elected predecessor.
Washington. D.C. does not want
foreign nations. Nicaragua included,

to be democratically led because democracies get to nationalize their resources. This is had news for the
giant American corporations: they
lose their autonomy in these lands.
However, the police states which
are never democratically elected -that the U.S. keeps fostering in
these lands do look out for the best
interests of the corporations. For example, many farms in Central American countries are under such iron fist control by U.S. businesses that
See Letters, page

middle child is supposed to have it the
The
roughest. The common complaints are
that the older siblings are bossy and the
younger ones get more attention.
But there are exceptions to this birth -order
axiom.
In my case, holding the number-three slot
in a family with five kids was wonderful.
My older brother and sister definitely had it
rougher than I did. It takes a great deal of time
and effort to properly train parents.
Fortunately, Doug and Dorothy lifted most of
this burden from my tiny shoulders.
Our family folklore reveals that Dad used
to be very strict. He was not kidding when he
said, "Be in the house before dark." And
"dark" officially commenced when the street
lights came on.
In my house, if you wanted to avoid a
whipping, you high -tailed it home as the first
bluish glimmers of the lamps hit the pavement.
Bedtime was tied to the same rigid time
frame as curfew. There were to be no
if you weren’t sleepy at 8
excuses even
p.m., or if your throat was drier than the
Mojave Desert.
"I want it quiet in there or I’m going to
bang some heads together!" the cry would ring
out.
Of course my father never actually banged
any heads together, but that booming voice
alone was usually enough to command
exquisite behavior.
There were times when it was necessary to
test parental authority, and one of the best
ways to do this was the "stair dare."
The exciting "stair dare" challenge would
begin about a half-hour after being sent to bed.
The object of the game was to take turns
touching progressively lower steps, while
taunting your opponent to creep closer toward
the family room where Mom and Dad would
be hanging out.
The game would reach its tragic and
predictable conclusion when Dorothy was
discovered and punished.
Yes, my brother could be quite devious.
Once. he decided to make a few
modifications on a set of colored pencils
that belonged to my father. Despite the
fact that all dad’s desk accessories were off
limits, Doug decided that his toy saw could
double the number of special pencils available
for use.
Realizing that he shouldn’t have cut the
pencils in half, Doug managed to convince
poor Dorothy that an admission to the crime
from her would not be met with harsh
repercussions.
When she came upstairs crying in pain,
Doug managed to explain that he was racked
with guilt over the fact that his sister had taken
his spanking and somehow swore her to
silence.
"I gave her candy for years, I felt so bad,"
Doug later said.
However, he did not feel bad enough to
make a confession until he was safely in his
30s.
I suppose I should thank the two of them.
Dad had mellowed significantly by the time I
popped in.
I was able to frequently get away with
feeding the dreaded overcooked-stew-carrots
to the dog under the table during dinner. A
scant five years earlier my parents would have
had the energy to detect and halt such mealtime antics.
The arrival of two children after me created
beautiful diversion conditions. Suddenly, with
two more boisterous youngsters in the house, I
was able to dodge Dad and Mom with ease.
Not to mention the fact that both of my
younger siblings were so gullible I could get
them to do almost anything I wasn’t stupid
enough to.
And while we had our share of mild
rivalries, I usually enjoyed having two
younger sisters around.
So, to those who say being born a middlechild is a hardship. I say hogwash. What my
family has helped me to develop is an
independent spirit that is coupled with an
ability to share and communicate quite a
blessing. Not to mention all the stories we can
laugh at. Maybe this year I’ll tell Dad and
Mom about the time . . .
Hazel Whitman was the Feature Editor
because that’s where all good middle
children go.

Forum Policy
The Spartan Daily would like to hear from
you
our readers. Your ideas, commments, criticisms and suggestions are encouraged.
Letters to the editor can he on any topic. However. personal attacks and letters in rxxv taste will
not he published.
All letters may be edited for length and libel.
Letters must bear the writer’s name, major,
phone’number and class level.
Deliver letters to the Daily office on the second
floor of Dwight Flentel Hall, or to the Student
Union Information desk.
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farm laborers are punished for eating
the crops they pick for Amencan
consumers. The U.S. government
tells the public it is supporting a democracy abroad because that sounds
more noble than saying it wants to
rape every cent it can out of this
Third World country, which is what
it’s really doing.
The Sandinistas were democratically elected into office. The Contras
are a mutant political force created
by the CIA. You say, Carlo, that
"the Nicaraguans have no say in
their future." Of course they don’t:
the CIA won’t let them have it.
How can you say, Carlo, that the
Contras are unpaid soldiers when it’s
very well documented that many
millions of the American dollars in
aid sent to the Contras have disappeared? Where did it go? The most
logical answer is it went into people’s pockets. It’s also known that
Contra planes have been shipping
cocaine from Panama to Miami.
Why should Americans support
(yes,
drug -running
mercenaries
Carlo, mercenaries)?
And your reply is to stop Soviet
expansionism. If the Sandinistas
were masterminded by Russia, why
is it such a poor regime? The Contras
have much more money. The U.S.
always uses the ploy of Russian imperialism as a scare tactic to gain
public support. It’s not an issue of
morality as far as the U.S. government is concerned: it’s a matter of
dollars. But then I suppose this I’d kill -my -mother-for-a-buck mentality
makes perfectly good sense to the
huge corporations (which really constitute the U.S. government) and to
finance majors.
Ted Fullwood
Graduate
Art

Israel’s right to exist, negotiations
will not begin and the persecution of
Arabs will continue. Israel has done
it again. They’ve managed to get
two-thirds of the world in agreement
with respect to their "implicitly"
added condition.
It is becoming more apparent to
me that the leaders of the state of Israel reject peace. For 40 years they
have been nurtured and protected by
the all powerful U.S. They’ve insisted on our support because the
"evil" Arabs threaten their security.
And now that they see a sincere step
taken on the part of the Palestinians
to obtain peace, they reject it.
But Israel is looking ahead to the
future. If the Palestinian problem is
solved, then the United States will
eventually come to enjoy closer.
more diplomatic relations with many
Arab nations. Israel can’t afford this.
They must continue to suppress Palestinians with the hope that Arabs,
Palestinian or otherwise, will defend
themselves through violent means.
Thus. Israel will continue to get its
undeserved sympathy and Arabs will
remain labeled as terrorists. Their
Middle Eastern version of Apartheid
has done them well.
Robert Mitri
Junior
Political Science

should be afraid of what Fullwood’s That means one people, like it air
mural is saying is true. If Battle and not. So put aside your petty little
supporters both inside his organiza- worries and paranoia about color and
tion and without are so insecure work toward achieving a happier
about themselves that they must op- unity 1.1nfonunately. the ideals of
pose everything they see as "insen- Battle only bring about an unstable
sitive" to them, then what they are segregation because his ideals force
really saying is that they have some- us to be concerned with race first
thing to be sensitive about. Those with no second or alternate considerwho destroyed Fullwood’s mural ations with race first with no second
and sculpure, besides being crimi- or alternate considerations. And if
nal, are also recognizing that there you cannot learn to be comfortable
might he more to it than ironic truth.
working toward a happier unity than
If 1 might proffer a solution to this go somewhere where you only have
rather simple problem of racism. to deal with your own kind. But.
then again. maybe I am just too paQuit looking for it; ignore it others’ feelings, that is. By and large it triotic.
Phillipp G. Morgan
will go away. Do not worry about
Junior
the minority of higgots who are
Business
going to hate ethnics till they die;
you cannot do anything about them.
They will never change. Do not
worry so much about being the color An artistic idea
you are it won’t change. ConcenEditor.
trate on being American. There’s a
I am glad that some students denovel thought. There is going to he
cided to take the issue into their own
racial overtones in everything if one
hands and destroy Ted Fullwood’s
looks hard enough for it. Some do,
work of art. In fact, I have a recombut until you say, ’OK, I am black,
mendation so that incensed students
big deal. I am American first."
won’t have to risk punishment to
Remember, we are one nation.

A simple solution

Editor.
In response to the recent outrage
at the "racist mural displayed in
the Art Building on Nov. 23, I
would like to point out the nagging
problem that has come to the fore,
which has yet to be dealt with properly.
The entire situation has been overemphasized to almost absurd proportions and the artist has helped
little.
I am not endowed with the sensibilities of an artist so I cannot fully
understand the need for Ted Full wood to justify his art, let alone see
the need for his means of expressing
his art. I am voicing my disbelief at
the "outrage" of the black community. The cry of racism is becoming
increasingly tedious to listen to, read
about and, most importantly, worry
about in everything I do or say.
The latest incident is but a small
example of the acute pettiness of
some of the blacks on campus. To
pinpoint the exact problem one must
look at the statements made by Oscar
Battle in the Dec. I issue of the
Daily. "The exhibit was simply an
extension of the insensitivity and frequent racial overtones that are allowed to occur on campus." What
Battle should have said was that the
exhibit is an extension of his oversensitivity and others with sensitiviA plea for greenery
ties like his. What the real problem
Editor,
is is not one of racial overtones that
It just occurred to me that this are allowed on this campus, but a
might be my last chance (as I gaze at problem of racial overtones that are
the grafitti-scarred walls of the new looked for in every action underREC Center from my office) to issue taken on this campus. This problem
an urgent appeal to the builders to was brought to light most blindingly
allow some bare ground exposed during the elections.
around the base of the buildings for
There is a problem with a person
the planting of ivy! This building or a group of persons who feel that
nter SaiesCookFood Prep
needs greenery desperately.
their sensitivities should be given a
Ron Barrett greater priority than anyone else’s
Director sensitivities. A good definition of
Israel isn’t helping
Earn Extra Money
Student Union racism can be said to be one group of
Editor,
Set Your Hours
people who place their sensitivities
"Termination of all claims or
above all other people’s. Or could
Meal Benefits
states of belligerency and respect for
Battle he saying that yes. blacks
Free Uniforms
and acknowledgement of sover- Apology and farewell
eignty, territorial integrity and politi- Editor,
Job Variety
cal independence of every State in
I regretted that my declarations
the area of their right to live in peace paper, prepared by my attorney, was
Senior Rd.
Los Gatos
within secure and recognized bound- made with a minor misunderstandcomposed or typed
call
call
aries free from threats or acts of ing. I had told my attorney that Ms.
David or Lucy
Lod or JoAnn
call
force."
Trinh Trinh and I met approximately
286-3812
356-3095
WritVord
For two decades this statement has nine months ago and were related by
/deem NI Etna’ Opporttenty
292- 1 553
been the condition for negotiation. marriage through my uncle and her
Ahomortint Acton Employer
OD Ni 1st Sirefit S
Acceptance of U.N. Resolution 242, cousin, the two of whom are now dithe clause above in particular, was vorced.
Ms. Trinh is a very special person
what the United States and Israel
have demanded of the P.L.O. before and I cared for her very much. She is
negotiations working towards a set- a very beautiful and honest person. I
tlement could begin which would ul- sincerely support any of her opinions
timately lead to the formation of a and facts. I think both of us had too
(11 1, 1.1(411’,
Palestinian state.
many friends lending a helping hand
1111:AIRI, (0
It remained the condition for 20 and causing the problems that reyears until Israel decided to change sulted.
presents
the rules. Within hours of the PNC’s
I am very unhappy about all of the
acceptance of U.N. Resolution 242, unfortunates following Nov. 21. I
Israel claimed that this historical step hired an attorney because I was conby Harold Pinter
meant absolutely nothing. Not sur- fused and had little knowledge of the
prisingly, the U.S. shortly followed law. Knowing all that had happened,
A
brilliant
black
comedy about a bumbling
I must discontinue my education at
along in agreement.
bureaucracy that turns into an eerie murder mystery
A new issue had arisen. Accep- SJSU. I want to thank all of my protance of the resolution was no longer fessors for all of the knowledge that
Nov. 18 to Dec. 1
good enough. According to Prime I’d possessed and all the help that I
General Admission $10
Minister Shamir and friends, there is received from my SJSU friends.
Thurs.- Fri.- Sat. @8pm
Students & Seniors $8
Sherlock K. Tran
too much of a distinction between
Junior
implicit and explicit recognition of
70 N. Almaden Avenue San Jose
Israel. Until the P.L.O. recognizes
Computer Science

THE HOTHOUSE

295-8318

As a service to our readers the
Spartan Daily invites you, our
readers to submit your letters to the
editor on Macintosh 3.5 inch disks.
We hope through this service
that we will be better able to serve
our readers.
All letters may be edited for
length and libel. The Spartan Daily
reserves the right to limit the
number of letters on a given topic
after a sufficient amount of
comment has appeared.
Letters must bear the writer’s
name, class level, major and phone
number.
Deliver the disks to the Spartan
Daily office on the second floor of
Dwight Bentel Hall. All disks will
be returned

Spartan Daily

WINCHESTER SAMPLER SET

Winchester Beers are made right here on the premises from the finest
hops and malts available to ensure the freshness and fine taste.
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Serving the San Jose State
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keep art from being displayed.
The university should set up an
Art Advisory Council. The council
should be made up of half men and
half women. All minorities large
enough to have their own student organization must he representated on
the council. If anyone on the council
objects to an art piece, the artist will
have to submit a full explanation of
what his intent was. lithe council is
still dissatisfied, the artwork will not
he displayed, or better yet, it will be
destroyed.
Occasionally, an artwork that was
approved by the council might still
offend some students. In these cases,
we must recognize and approve of
any student’s inalienable right to destroy the offending art piece.
This system is not perfect, but for
more ideas I am studying how the
Nazis controlled art.
Of course, this is not in any way
meant to interfere with students’ artistic freedom.
William D. Comae!! III
Junior
Philosph)
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YOUR UNCLE WANTS
TO PAY FOR COLLEGE. BUT ONLY
IF YOU’RE GOOD ENOUGH.
DOWNTOWN’S FIRST BREW PUB in the
BASEMENT of BIERS BRASSERIE.
Introducing...
3 of Bill Kirk’s Award Winning Beers:

Amber
Strong Bow
NOW ON TAP!

HAPPY HOUR
$1.75

per

Weiss Bier

4-7pm
pint]

Only 2 blocks from Campus at
297-3766
33 E San Fernando

M -F

Army ROTC offers qualified students
two-year and three-year scholarships
that pay tuition and educational fees
and provide an allowance for text
books and supplies
You’ll also receive up tool $1000
grant each school year the scholarship is in effect. So find out today d
you qualify
For more information, contact
George Jacha, Room 309, MacQuarne
Hall. (408) 924-2926

Of
ARMY ROTC
III =MST COLLEGE
COURSE IOU CAN TARE.
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Baby softens up thief

Cocaine abuse on college campuses
remains a problem for many students
By Paula Johnson
Special to the Daily
Despite the recent media blitz
describing the effects of cocaine,
abuse of the drug continues on
college campuses.
According to a SJSU drug
counselor,
Oscar
Cerventes.
Some students drop out of
school and live on the streets.
Some finish school, get a good
lob and continue to use it."
One SJSU student, Mona, who
asked that only her first name be
used, said cocaine gave her confidence and helped her do better on
her exams. But it also caused her
to drop Out of school.
"I wanted to be around people
who did it too," she said. "It occupies all of your time."
She added that later she began
to fear death and God.
"I decided I wanted to make
something out of my life and
went back to school," she said.
Another SJSU student. Joe,
said his home environment
caused him to have an "addictive
personality."

he knew It %AS the drug for him.
At first, he began using it socially.
Joe said the high only lasted 15
minutes and he kept having the
urge for more. He began to steal
from his employer to compensate
for the money he spent on his cocaine.
"I would take money out of the
cash register or steal clothes to
wear and use the money from my
salary to buy cocaine," he said.
Joe’s tardiness at work eventually got him fired. "I felt isolated from my family." he said.
"Cocaine became my best
friend."
It was not until Joe ran out of
money and was unable to buy
more cocaine that he began to
seek drug rehabilitation.
"I asked God for help," he
said.
Cocaine abuse is increasing
among young people, particularly
as it becomes more affordable in
the form of "crack." Crack is a
popular form of smokeable cocaine.

marijuana is highest among college -aged people, from 18 to 25.
One university drug abuse
counselor who asked that his
name not be used declared. "cocaine is on campus a lot and
abuse is a problem."
A San Jose drug counselor and
former drug addict, Mike, who
ask that only his first name be
used, described how cocaine
users feel. "We don’t want help.
We will steal, cheat and lie to get
drugs. We only seek help when
we hit rock bottom. ’
Rudolph Cook, an SJSU drug
counselor said, "Most people
come in saying they’re getting
help for someone else."
The National Institute on Drug
Abuse reported that regular users
get feelings of restlessness, irritability and anxiety. The physical
effects of cocaine depend on the
method of intake, the doses and
the individual.
Several parts of the body can
be affected by cocaine, including
the brain, nose, blood, heart and
lungs.

He started his addiction with
LSD, which led to mushrooms.
When he discovered cocaine,

According to the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, illicit use of drugs other than

The brain
Cocaine use
causes euphoris, then depression,
irritability, and intense craving

SpartaGuide
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar
for SJSU student, faculty and staff
organizations. Items may be submitted on forms in the Daily office,
Dwight Bente! Hall Room 208, but
will not be accepted over the phone.
Deadline for the next day’s publication i.e /WWI
TODAY
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc.: Social. 8 p.m.. S.U. Music Listneing
Room. For information call 2970845.
Speaker
Department:
Physics
Lewis Smith, 1:30 p.m., Science
Building Room 251. For information
call 924-5261.
Delta Sigma Pi: Fundraiser, 9 p.m.,
Chips (In the Doubletree Hotel)
Great America Parkway. For infor-

mation call 296-3916
Philosophy Department: Speaker
Marcia Cavell, 3 p.m., S.U. ASUN
Council Chambers. For information
call 924-4482.
Christian Science College Organization: Meeting. 3:30 p.m., S.U.
Montalvo Room. For information
call 924-6350.
Gay & Lesbian Alliance: Extravagent Christmas Social, 5 p.m. .S.U.
Costanoan Room. For information
call 295-9877.

mum.
Women’s Basketball: Versus Cal Berkeley, 7:30 p.m., Spartan Gym.
For information/tickets call 924FANS.

A thief who
SAN JOSE (AP)
swiped a 9-year -old Cadillac apparently had a change of heart after he
discovered a 7 -day -old baby in the
bac kseat
Jarell Farmer was wrapped in a
blanket when the thief hopped in
Tuesday night and sped away from a
San Jose gas station. The car was
Found about 45 minutes later three
blocks from the Police Department
headquarters, with Jarell still inside,
unharmed.
"As soon as he heard the baby
crying. I’m sure (the thief) pulled
over, said police Capt. Bill Lansdowne.
An anonymous caller, who police
suspect was the thief, reported to police that he heard a baby crying in
the back seat of a car on San Pedro
Street near Ayer Avenue.
The baby was found where the
caller said he would be. The boy was
then reunited with his mother, Erlinda Farmer, at San Jose Medical
Center.

for the drug. High doses of cocaine ingested over a long period
may lead to psychological problems like paranoid psychosis, hallucinations, convulsoions. aggressive behavior and possibly
permanent brain damage.
The nose Chronic snorting of cocaine can cause ulcers in
the mucous membrane of the
nose.
blood One of the
The
Fastest growing means of transmitting AIDS is through cocaine
or heroin injections with unsterile
needles.
rate and
tThe heart Heat
blood pressure increase, leading
heartbeat
irregular
risk
of
an
to
and heart attacks.
use
Heavy
lungs
The
leads to lung damage similar to
emphysema. An overdose can
cause respiratory arrest or death.
In addition to the above, the
preparation of freebase involves
the use of volatile solvents which
bring the risk of fire or explosions.
The biggest problem with cocaine is its addictive qualities.
Ron. a SJSU student said, "once
you start using it, you need it all
the time to forget your problems.

Correction

The incident began about 6 p.m.
when Rufus Love, the car’s owner
and a friend of Jarell’s mother,
stopped at the Rotten Robbie gas station for a pack of cigarettes.
engine runLove left the car
ning and the driver’s door open
15
feet
to the cashsome
and walked
ier’s window.

Self
Serve
Typing
kinkoffs

the copy center

Wednesday’s article on page 4,
entitled "Alternative curriculum
of New College" incorrectly
listed the reporter as Paige
Bieber. The reporter was Paula
Barzola.

310 S. THIRD STREET
OPEN 6 DAYS
295-4336

KEN’S HUBB BARBER SHOP
" Rock ’n Roll Barbers"

Attack on Pearl Harbor remembered

TUES - FRI 9 AM - 6PM, SAT 8AM - 4 PM

HONOLULU (AP) -- The 47th did not die in vain . . . . We have
anniversary of the Japanese attack on become a symbol of freedom, of dePearl Harbor was marked Wednes- mocracy and of world leadership,"
day with prayers, a moment of si- Adm. David E. Jeremiah, comlence and a Navy tribute over the mander in chief of the Pacific Fleet,
hull of the sunken battleship USS said at the USS Arizona Memorial.
Arizona.
A moment of silence was observed at 4:55 a.m. PST, the mo"History was to prove these men ment the first bombs fell.

318 South 10th Street San Jose 279-9955
(Next to Robert’s Book Store)
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Own the sky

To fly is one thing. To fly with the Marine Corps is something
else. They’ll show you the mining of wings. From the wings of
the F-I8 Hornet to the wings you wear as a Marine aviator,
this is flying at its hest. And your ticket to fly is
your college diploma. If you’d like to he up
there, contact your local Marine Officer Selection Officer.
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9 am to 4 pm
Thursday, Dec. 8
10 am Dean Hudson (Vocals, Piano)
II am Redevelopment Blues Trio
Noon Janice A (Singer)
1 pm Ken Andrade (Classical Guitar)
2 pm John & Vince (Guitar, Piano, Vocals)
3 pm The Phlounders (3 piece Folk Group)
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See Capt. Rivera at tlw Student I Inion from 1)) a.m. tie 2 p.m.
THDAY or call collect 415-865-7284 to schedule an interview.
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Security tight for political candidate
By Hazel Whitman

nintishain said.

Deity staff writer

Greg Walton Daily staff photographer

J. Lawrence Cunningham talks about the secret service

Protection of public figures is
usually a complicated business, and
the SJSU campaign visit by Michael
Dukakis was no exception.
The Democratic candidate’s Halloween appearance required the
coordination of local law enforcement officers and Secret Service
agents.
Lawrence Cunningham, director
of the San Jose Secret Service office.
said about 70 people were needed to
secure the campus stop. Cunningham spoke Wednesday at a Campus
Democrat meeting.
"That may sound like a lot of people, but I’d rather be on the high
side." Cunningham said.
The 15-year veteran of the Secret
Service called protection efforts a
group effort.
"Its much like a football team
the last thing you want is someone
in the way between you and the
ball," Cunningham said.
Cunningham said establishing
rules for protecting candidates is a
delicate balancing act.
"We like to keep protectees as
isolated as possible, and the protectees want to reach out to the public.
There has to be compromise," Cun-

STUDENT UNION
OF
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
(A California State University Auxiliary Organization)

1988

Cash and cash equivalents
Accounts receivable
Prepaids and other assets

Schedules are Here!

$

901,236
75,587

2.1.,!3–,E! $

976 823

$

403,064
60,460
463,524

LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCE
CURRENT LIABILITIES
Accounts payable
Accrued payroll expenses
Total Current Liabilities

66,376
232,289
298,665

DEFERRED REVENUE

110,000

FUND BALANCE
Designated fund balance

715,709

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCE

*

1987

$ 1,095,889
23,695
4,790
TOTAL ASSETS

"A lot of people thought the security was tight, but I thought it was
loose," said George Gonzales. director of programs for the Campus
Democrats.
"When Dukakis was here he was
allowed to greet the crowd, but when
the Pope visited he was not allowed
access to anybody," Gonzales said.
Cunningham said secunty was
greater for the Pope’s California tour
than for Dukakis.

* * *
* * *
* * * * * * * *
* Winter 1989 *

June 30
1988

ASSETS

"Logistically the Student Union is
a public building, designed for maximum public access but from a security vantage point it is a nightmare." Tompkison said.
One way of guarding Dukakis
during his Oct. 31 speech was to
allow only campaign workers to
stand close to the podium.
"It was a reward for the volunteers, and served as a buffer of protection," Tompkison said.

Get Your Free Copy from the Office
of Continuing Education DBH 136B or Bldg. T

Statement of Financial Condition
June 30,

The president of the Campus
Democrats, Catherine Tompkison.
worked closely with Secret Service
agents during Dukakis’ trip to SJSU.
"The importance of security centers on if you’ve got a dead candidate, you don’t have a candidate."
Tompkison said.
There were problems related to
setting up the presidential hopeful’s
visit.

$
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‘1969’: the way it wasn’t

Quaid stars as all-American hero
in a film that’s nostalgic, realistic
By Stan Carlberg
Daily staff writer
"Everybody s All-American" is a
min le of personal triumphs and tragedies
It’s a story that covers four decades in the lives of three longtime
friends an All-Amencan fixithall
player. his college beauty queen and
his impressionable nephew.
It’s more than just another sports
flick that deals with the on -field life
of the athlete. It’s a movie about life
and how we tend to cheer our most
honored sports heroes, then forget
them after their time is gone.
"All- Amencan" features excellent sports footage. (In the final football scene, Dennis Quaid actually
broke his collar hone.) But what
makes the film work is its realistic
look at sports celebrities. It shows
how someone with the nation at his
feet loses his fame through the
course of time.
The movie begins in 1956, when
All-American running back Gavin
Grey (Quaid) leads his team to a
Sugar Bowl triumph. His girlfriend,
Babs Rogers (Jessica Lange), also
receives the limelight when she is
chosen as Magnolia Queen. They
have it all: popularity and a bright
future.
Taking it all in. is Gavin’s 18-year
old nephew, Donnie (Timothy Hutton). Donnie. along with the rest of
the nation, is awed by the All-American couple.
Lucky for him, Gavin and Babs
actually take the time to look in his
direction. In fact, Gavin recruits
Donnie to watch over Babs when
he’s playing ball.
This marks the start of Donnie’s
life-long obsession with the couple.
They become the motivating factor
behind his success as an author and a
history professor.
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Dennis Quaid plays Gavin "The (;rey Ghost" Grey
After winning the Big Game,
Gavin and Babs get married and live
the lives of a professional football
player and his wife.
All of their dreams and expectations are fullfilled in storybook fashion until Gavin’s age starts catching
up with his All-American ability.
He insists that he hasn’t lost his
glory, but then he’s forced to retire.
At that time, the mid -’70s, Babs and
Donnie are the successful breadwinners. All Gavin can do is live in the
past.
He tries to live on his name, endorsing products that he doesn’t care
about. But that slowly diminishes his
character.
The couple’s 25 -year college reunion is the setting for fond memories, charged emotions and personal loyalities. There. Gavin finally

comes to terms with himself, realizing that life is much more than just
scoring touchdowns.
Taylor Hackford ("An Officer
and a Gentleman") directs this moving story of people who triumph over
failed expectations and still look toward the future. Quaid, Lange, and
Hutton all give touching performances.
Carl Lumbly of "Cagney and
Lacey" also delivers a great performance as Narvel Blue. Blue is a talented, southern black athlete who
turns in his cleats for a successful
business career.
This movie isn’t for the Sunday afternoon couch potato
it deals
with more than just football. You’ll
find yourself cheering for Gavin’s
accomplishments on and off the
field.

’Stepmother’ part of holiday film fest
Comic genius Dan Aykroyd plays eccentric scientist
By Lorraine Morgan
Daily staff writer
Dan Aykroyd, of "Ghostbusters"
and "Dragnet," will be starring in a
new comedy premiering on Dec. 9,
"My Stepmother is an Alien."
Aykroyd plays Dr. Steve Mills. an
eccentric, widowed scientist in
search of extra-terrestrial beings.
Mills ponders the question: do
aliens really exist? The question has
been asked for years. But after he
sees a possible spacecraft, he has no
doubts.
He winds up marrying a gorgeous
lady, Celeste. played by Kim Bassinger, who also starred in the light
comedy "Blind Date" and in the
steamy "Nine Weeks." Her mother
winds up being an alien.
Celeste tries to find out how Dr.
Mills managed to get a beam out of
the galaxy into their outer receptors
faster than the speed of light. Mills
says. "she goes to any means to find

out, including kissing me, sleeping
with me. and eventually marrying
me."
But how much closer does Mills
need to get? By marrying Celeste,
whose mother is an alien, Mill’s
dream is gladly fulfilled - but only
with the regular alien complications.
Eventually
Mills’
playboy
brother, Ron, played by Jon LAwitz,
a regular member on "Saturday
Night Live" and also seen with Tom
Hanks in the recent movie "Big," is
totally surprised to find his "lowly"
brother romantically involved with a
beautiful woman.
Mills’ I3 -year-old stepdaughter,
Jessie, played by screen newcomer
Alyson Hannigon. has a difficult
time accepting her "ever-so-unusual" new stepmother who has
many unearthly habits.
"My Stepmother is an Alien"
was filmed in different locations in

Los Angeles, and special effects
were created by John Dykstra, who
is credited for the visual effects of
"Star Wars" (which earned him an
Oscar) and "Star Trek: The Motion
Picture."
One of Dykstra’s favorite scenes
is when Kim’s sidekick projects
images of kissing for alien Basinger
in a comedy love scene with Aykroyd. He says this is probably the
screen’s funniest moment.
"On top of everything, the film is
a comedy," says director Richard
Benjamin. "But it’s also about the
family. Three people find each other
and find a whole life together.
Something was missing before. It is
made whole at the end of all of
them."
With the hilarious Aykroyd, Lovitz. and the sultry Bassinger, who
can also be funny, the movie will be
sure to capture a wide array of audiences.

By Darren Sabedra
Daily staff writer
Despite possessing all the elements for an entertaining movie,
"1969" was a miss,
The year was important to Amencan history and the movie featured a
talented cast, hut it didn’t click
After beginning at a snail’s pace,
the movie seemed to have little
choice but to pick-up speed.
It didn’t.
A small town’s realization that
America wasn’t at peace in 1969 is
the basis for this story.
Young American boys were losing their lives in Vietnam. Other
youths were attending college in
order to avoid the draft. Families
were being torn apart. And people in
"small town America" didn’t know
why America was involved in this
unpopular war.
The movie covered all of these
areas, but it missed the details. It
was like sketching a picture without
coloring in the finishing touches.
Scott (Kiefer Sutherland) and
Ralph (Robert Downey, Jr.) are two

Greed taints this
film more than it
portrays Murray as
a grouchy,
disspirited person
who finally shows
some virtue by the
film’s end.
icy character begins to thaw. But
he’s still cruel and lashes out whenever he can.
Greed taints this film more than it
portrays Cross as a grouchy, disspirited person who finally shows some
virtue by the film’s end.
Sometimes Murray is funny, but
most often, he’s just annoying.

Carol Kane prepares to tweek Bill Murray in the eyes

When his secretary is promised a
bonus and some time off, he forces
her to work overtime and ignores the
bonus. He tells his former girlfriend
(Karen Allen) to "quit wasting time
helping pathetic people" at a homeless shelter.
Compared to Murray, David Johansen (a.k.a., rock singer Buster
Poindexter) shines as a crusty cabbie/Christmas ghost present who
transports Cross through some of his
bleaker holiday experiences during
his youth and with the network.
Carol Kane (from T. V.’s "Taxi")
plays a docile sugar plum fairy with

By Jeff Elder
Daily staff writer
Some Christmas traditions, like
Bing Crosby’s "White Christmas"
and Tchaikovsky’s "The Nutcracker," never change. Right?
Well, Bing may be stuck in the
same old groove, but Tandy Beal
and Company of Santa Cruz have
definitely given the traditional holiday ballet a new twist.
The modern dance troupe has
added roller skaters, gymnasts,
pinwheels and streamers to "The
Nutcracker," which has been part of
Bay Area Christmases for over 50
years.

’I created a madcap
version based
around the wellknown tale.’
Tandy

Beal

In three performances at Stanford’s Memorial Auditorium last
weekend, the dance company tossed
brightly wrapped presents through
the air, made designs with ribbons of
fabric, donned whimsical costumes
and added a touch of humor to the
familiar classic.
Difficult to imagine humor in a
holiday ritual as customary as midnight mass?
Imagine the army of mice mimicking Michael Jackson’s dance in
the "Beat It" video before taking on
the Nutcracker and his boys. Imagine a dancer in a huge duck costume

a wicked right hook. John Forsythe
is a decaying ghost who was the former network president. He enlightens Cross about the truth of his
Christmas bah -humbugs and gives
him a warning.
Basically, to quit being a turd and
contribute to the holiday spirit or pay
a visit to the Ghost of Christmas.
For the most part, the film is a disappointment charging $6
for it is
a crime. Murray fails as a modernday Ebenezer.
If you’re bored stiff during the
Christmas break, see "Scrooged."
Otherwise, wait for the videotape.

KSJS offers wide variety in jazz
By Lorraine Morgan
Daily staff writer
SJSU’s radio station, KSJS,
offers a "unique" jazz program
every weekend.
Brad Stone, the jazz music director, said his program offers
music you won’t find on other
local jazz stations, such as KRLS
and KLBX.
"Our program is unique in the
sense that you can’t hear our
music anywhere else," Stone
said. "Our ’Jazz Alternative’
program is not heard on your
commercial stations."
KSJS (frequency 90.7), which
has been in existence for 25
years, offers all types of jazz
music. It also offers some alternative upbeat sounds that still tit
into the jazz category.
The weekend program "Creative Source" begins on Sat. at 6
a.m. and ends Mon. at 6 a.m. A
special 9 p.m. -II p.m. broadcast
on Sunday. called the "Silicon
Sensation," features various contemporary instrumental works.

Scott’s dad (Bruce Dem) is the
ultra -conservative World War II veteran who doesn’t know much about
the Vietnam War, but is proud that
his oldest son is lighting for his
country.
He can’t understand why Scott has
such an anti -war attitude. He doesn’t
understand the reasoning behind
Scott’s ideals.
The acting in this movie was
above average.
Mariette Hartley played the part of
Scott’s mother. Throughout the
movie she tries to avoid the issue.
But, when the father tells Scott
"your’re no longer welcome in my
house," the mother sides with her
son.
"1969" was a movie that had
holes in its own script. It was a
movie that didn’t answer the most
curious questions: What college did
the boys attend? Where did the two
travel to on their summer joyride?
Why was Ralph freed from the
county jail?
This movie had its chance. But,
with the bases loaded, it struck out.

Christmas classic gets new twist
in modern dance troupe production

Hollywood’s latest version of ’Scrooge’ lacks spirit
By Sean Mulcaster
Daily staff writer
Television executives have portrayed some of the best insensitive
ogre -types to ever hit the movie
screen.
They were effective in 1977’s
Academy
Award -winning
film
"Network."
It also serves its purpose in Paramount’s
holiday
release,
"Scrooged." starring Bill Murray as
a young network president with a
nasty disdain for Christmas spirit.
Murray plays Frank Cross. a network president driven by his desire
to exploit Christmas for every rating
point its worth through whatever
means.
Cross is a hard-dnnking sort with
a Grinch-like heart. He produces the
"Charlie Manson Family Holiday,"
airs a live Christmas Eve performance of "Scrooge." and fires an
employee on Christmas Eve.
It’s not until three ghosts visit
him
sound familiar? that his

" hippie" college students trying to
avoid the draft.
Ralph is the typical "hippie wannabe" of the 1980’s. Scott is the
flower-child type, who continually
says he wants to be a "leaf." When
the boys headed out for their own
version of I967’s "Summer of
Love," Ralph seemed uncomfortable.
When the two encountered a nubeach, Ralph seemed resthe was out of
less almost like
place.
Later, the boys came across a
beatnick bar. And, once again,
Ralph seemed apprehensive.
So the boys back -tracked home.
The movie was slow paced from
the beginning.
Twenty of the film’s 85 -minutes
of running time featured two of Scott
and Ralph’s adventurous trips home
from college. The movie began with
the two hitchhiking home for Easter
vacation,
The two buddies arrive home,
only to find Scott’s older brother
heading off to Vietnam.

’A lot of people don’t know
about our program.’’ Stone said.
"But I heard that we’re known
nationwide from one of our directors that attended a conference in
New York."
He said the station’s largest audience is between 20 and 40 years
old. However, Stone said it was
difficult to determine an audience
since they don’t normally conduct
surveys.
Stone, who is also an assistant
professor of chemistry, defined
jazz as upbeat music with a swing
feeling and improvisation. Most
of KSJS’s music is instrumental,
but occasionally they do play
songs with vocals.
Stone, who is also an assistant
professor of chemistry, said he
enjoys both music and science.
KSJS is budgeted by the Associated Students, fundraisers, and
other private donations. Since
KSJS is a noncommercial radio
station, it can’t run ads. But
Stone mentioned that the station
can do underwriting.

Clara and the Prince in Tandy Beal’s offbeat "Nutcracker"
walking through Candyland with a the original dance completely, but
sign that reads, "Is this the Nut- settled for a compromise of the new
quacker?"
and the old.
These unusual touches, along with
"At first I thought I’d throw out
modern dance techniques, like syn- the scenario, maybe do it in the 21st
chronization of dancers to form large century. And then I realized that the
designs onstage, gave the dance a re- season asks for tradition, asks for
freshingly new tone.
things that are familiar. And so I creTandy Beal, however, who ap- ated a madcap version based around
pears in the production as Clara’s the well-known tale and along the
mother and the Sugar Plum Fairy, way tried to clarify points in the
held on to many of the story’s tradi- story that mystified me as a child,"
tions. Tchaikovsky’s original score, she states.
of course, is retained. And the story
Beal,who has produced more than
of Clara’s journey to ’.’andyland is 70 works since she formed her combasically the same.
pany 14 years ago, has added a fresh
In a press release, Beal states that approach to a Christmas classic. And
she initially intended to stray from that’s just what the season needs.

Quoc Te offers exotic food
By Martin Cheek
Daily staff writer
The cultures of
the East and West
merge at Quoc Te
Restaurant.
The restaurant
REVIEW
serves a combination of Vietnamese and Chinese cuisine in a busy atmosphere much like an American
fast-food establishment. Ironically,
the building itself, located on the
comer of San Fernando and Fourth
streets, once housed a fast-food
joint.
Don’t expect a quiet, slow pace
when you dine at Quoc Te. The atmosphere is busy and loud. While
many Asian restaurants are elegant,
Quoc Te is very casual.
While waiters hustle about, soft
rock plays just loud enough to be
heard over the hum of conversation.
Even the Christmas lights strung
around the ceiling suggest an Occidental flavor.
Peter Hoang, one of the owners,
said the restaurant was opened five
years ago after a Chinese -Mexican
food establishment went out of business at the location.
"We introduced to American people how to eat Vietnamese food," he
said.’ Most people who come here
are Americans."
Many of the customers are SJSU
students and professors who make
the short trek across San Fernando to
have lunch at Quoc Te.
Vietnamese food is different from
Chinese cusine, Hoang said.

"It’s more tasty and less greasy
than Chinese food," he said.
The Chinese and French cultures
have greatly influenced Vietnamese
cuisine, he said.
Most of the dishes are authentic at
Quoc Te, including some of the less
exciting Vietnamese food.The rolled
barbecued beef in the Bun Bo Tom
Nuong was tasty. but it’s served with
vermicelli - a white, bland noodle
often used in Vietnamese cooking.
At $4.75 for a bowl, it may also be
expensive for budget -conscious students.
The menu offers a selection of
over 300 dishes, Hoang said. It
ranges from rice, noodles and over
20 soups to barhequed ribs, pork and
shrimp. It also offers exotic dishes
including Vietnamese firepots and
frog legs fried with butter.
The most expensive item on the
menu is deer "grilled right at the
table." It costs $16 and feeds three
people.
On weekend nights, the restaurant
offers "big dinners" which are
cooked at the table. These special
dishes include prawn squid which is
wrapped in lettuce, cucumbers and
rice paper.
Huang suggested that customers
unfamiliar with Vietnamese food ask
the waiter or hosts for help in making a selection.
"We’ll show the customer something good and interesting," he said.
Of course, those feeling less adventurous could settle for more common Chinese fare, such as lemon
chicken or sweet and sour pork.
/
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SJSU alumni emphasize communication abilities
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By Elizabeth Walters
Special to the Daily
Someone once said, "If you have
a college degree, you can be absolutely sure of one thing. . . you have a
college degree."
After years of scrambling for
parking places at 7 a.m., writing papers ad infinitum, solving eye-glazing equations and studying for three
finals on one day, is there anything
else a new graduate can be sure or
The unanimous answer from those
in the real world contacted by the
Daily recently is: "Yes. You gotta
get along."
In other words, those who haven’t
learned interpersonal and communication skills along with their history and physics would be wise to
take a brush -up course in people
skills before mailing their resumes.
"You have to get along with other
people. It goes with the job," said
Kris Louie, 25, a 1986 SJSU graduate in computer engineering.
"We all work on our own products, but since they’re related, we
ask each other a lot of questions. We
rely on each other. There’s one per-

I don’t like, but I’m friendly to
everyone. It’s necessary to keep the
team working together," said Louie,
a product assurance engineer at
Daisy Systems in Mountain View.
"The biggest adjustment in the
real world is that you have to corn municate. School teaches you to
think, with the answers in the back
of the book." said Kathy Yaggy, an
engineer at Lockheed Missiles &
Space Co. in Sunnyvale.
"You write a lot. If you can’t
communicate, what you do is use less," said Yaggy, 37, who graduated from SJSU in 1981 in mechanical engineering.

son

The ability to communicate in law
enforcement is mandatory, according to Det. Sgt. Ken Womack of the
San Jose Police Department.
There should be more emphasis in
the curriculum on English and public
speaking, said Womack, 45, a 1967
SJSU law enforcement graduate.
Capt. Lucy Carlton of the Milpitas
Police Department said a police officer must also be a psychologist.
You have to be peopleoriented," said Carlton, 40, who

earned her law enforcement degree
from SJSU in 1978.
In nursing, communication skills
are equally important as professional
skills, according to Susan Houchen.
a registered nurse on the ortho-neurid ward at Good Samaritan Hospital
in San Jose.
"Patients become fearful because
they’ve lost control over their
lives," said Houchen, 41, a 1986
SJSU grad.
"While doing routine procedures,
within five minutes, you can reassure them. If they know you’re
there, they relax."
Because teaching is communicating, an educator must be especially
articulate, creative and flexible torelate to students of varying abilities,
cultures and interests
"You need to get along," said
Thelma Fracolli, a 1950 SJSU graduate who teaches kindergarten at
Mattos School in Fremont.
"Not all pupils are going to be
your favorites. To me, it’s a challenge to find out what makes this
person tick and how I can reach out
to him."

It’s also important to cooperate
with other teachers, to build a network for sharing ideas and extending
support. Fracolli said.
Another teacher. Bob Brownkorbel, 38, who graduated from SJSU
in 1976. put it this way: "Teaching
is almost a management position of
making 30 people productive all day
long."
He teaches a mixed fourth and
fifth grade class at Paradise Valley
Elementary School in Morgan Hill.
"Pupils are just people, and some
come to school with major problems, such as divorce or alcoholism
in their families," he said.
Communication skills can also
help you get along with the boss. recent grads agree.
"You bet there’s office politics,"
said Sheila Johnson, 27, a senior scientific programmer at Lockheed who
graduated from Santa Clara University in 1983 with a degree in math
and computer science.
"You have to keep communication going." she said.
"Every job will have something
you don’t like," warned Manuel

Arce, 27, an associate project engineer at Underwriter’s Labs, Inc. in
Santa Clara and a 1985 graduate in
electncal engineering from Santa
Clara University.
The trouble spot could he a person, a policy or a particular assignment.

on titles. Ask what specific duties
the job involves.
"Look at the place. Know what’s
important to you flexible hours,
good pay, chances for advancement,
meaningful work? There isn’t a lot
of money in education.
"But a lot of people are in educaRuss Brawn, 41, director of data tion because they believe in the
processing for San Jose Unified product. They like the fact that
they’re helping kids," he said.
School District, echoed that point.
Those interviewed agreed that the
"There are constraints on any
lob," said the 1969 SJSU graduate working world is, indeed, different
from the lecture hall.
in business and marketing.
"There’s nothing like getting out
He noted that there is a big differ- there on your
own." Brownkorbel
ence between working for small or said.
large companies. At small companies, employees will learn about
"Education classes were mainly
more aspects of their field and have theory," he said. "Very, very few
at
large
more responsibility, while
real experiences were discussed.
companies, the focus will be nar- You learn when you get in the classrower but perhaps deeper.
Houchen also found the transition
Brawn encouraged students to
from theory to practice difficult.
"know themselves," to identify
"People expect you to know evtheir skills and focus on what they
erything and you don’t," she said.
want to do.
"You have to keep your confidence
"And be willing to pay your up. Don’t be afraid to ask quesdues." he said. "Don’t get hung up tions."

Doctors are confident Gary Busey will recouperate
LOS ANGELES (AP)
Doctors
are optimistic actor Gary Busey will
fully recover from head injuries suffered in a motorcycle crash, a hospital spokeman said.
Busey, 44, who was nominated
for an Academy Award for his starring role in "The Buddy Holly
Story" in 1978, hit his head on a

curb after being thrown from his
Harley Davidson motorcycle in a
one-vehicle accident Sunday.
After undergoing brain surgery.
Busey, a Malibu resident, was resting at Cedars-Sinai Medical Center,
receiving visits from his wife, Judy.
his 17 -year-old son, Jake, and other
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relatives, hospital spokesman Ron
Wise said.
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Holiday Openings
Ask about FREE
MACINTOSH TRAINING
EXCELLENT BENEFITS
& CASH BONUSES!

The 576:
One Tough Running Shoe
If you are tough on shoes and long wearing durability is your goal,
then the New Balance M576 is your answer. The M576 provides
shock absorbing durability through a PU/EVA ENCAP Wedge’ and
a three -density EVA midsole. Durability and toughness is carried
through the outsole in a carbon rubber houndstooth design.
Available for men in B, D, EE and EEEE widths. Made in the
U.S.A.

*ENCAP
new balance’
M576

EOE NEVER A FEE

One FREE 8 oz. Cokiel.
Shampoo with a Salon
Haircut or with a $15
Purchase at
The Beauty Supply Sto
(with this coupon. Expires 1/8/891
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SHOES & BOOTS
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TANNING & TONING
SA1ON

TAN CITY WANTS YOU
TO LOOK YOUR BEST
FOR THE HOLIDAYS
Come Visit Us
Dec. 17 & 18 and Get
a tanning session for only

$1.00

PARTY PT ACt
"Etegance for Rent"
TABLES
CHAIRS
LINENS
CHINA
AISLE
RUNNERS

GAZEBOS
ARCHES
BEVERAGE
FOUNTAINS
CANDLE
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***
WE DO QUICK
SERVICE IMPRINTING
OF NAPKINS, MATCHBOOKS, ETC...

Two locations to serve you
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554-0605

Santa Clara
Homestead & Scott
241 -City

Campbell
The Pruneyard
559-6355
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CLASSIC AMERICAN
HAND SEWN
615 Town & Country Village

FASHION HANDSEWNS

San Jose

At last! A handsewn that
combines Wright fit and
comfort, today’s styling, and
a suggested retail price of
$100.00! Made in the U.S.A.
of hand finished premium
leather, leather lined hand sewn insert,leather soles and
combination heels.

984-5950

$15 Haircuts by
Junior Designers
CAine
aion

$100.00
SUGGESTED
RETAIL

M16 Burgundy Leather Saddle
M17 Black Leather Saddle

$15

MEYBERG’S
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& Catering
Under New Management

V St 0
1/8/89

Sizes: 7-13, B -E

ageS .166e :

hoeR Oak in Valley
Clrattt&d

This Coupon Good for a $10.00 Discount on the
Purchase of any Pair of Wright Arch Preserver Shoes.
Certificate good until Decrnber 31, 1988
To be honored at San Jose store only.

BREAKFAST
LUNCH/DINNER

241-0800

wright Shoes for Men

Open 7am.-10pm. 7 Days
1002 Town & Country Village

243-7isto

$10

TIEN ’DOLLAR
CR3DIT CERTIFICATE

* Joe Pugliese
* Bobby Ponzio
prior HairstylIng

111 TOWN ex COUNTRY VILLAGE SAN JOSE, CA. 95128

or

One Certificate Per Customer

(408) 984-7711
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John’s Comic Connection

Now open in San Jose
New Comics
T-Shirts
Back Issues
Supplies
Posters
Saver Service
318 Town & Country 312 Town & country
San Jose
Sunnyvale
1122
739-4927
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Stop wasting time waiting in long lines

Come to Mail Boxes Etc . USA where you’ll receive fast and
friendly service on your holiday packing and shipping needs
via
UPS (Ground, overnight. 2nd Day)
EMERY (Domestic)
DHL (International)

Have your gifts custom packed professionally
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oyenoyreve
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Choose from a
huge
Selection

Don’t be aggravated by packing your gifts at home Together
we’ll choose the fastest, most economical way to safely
ship your holiday gifts on time

Don’t scrounge around for packing materials
For those of you who prefer to pack your own gifts we
have a wide variety of packing supplies Ask us for your
FREE packing and shipping guide
WE PACK & SHIP HOUDAY GIFTS AS LATE AS DECEMBER 22nd
19611 Um, Rome Etc . USA

Frencrtme .0sperKl.tly Chongld & Operand
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Congratulations
Fall Class
of
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1988
MICHAEL BURKE
Congratulations
to our favorite
photojournalist the "picture" of success
love,
Mom, Marc, Judith,
and Debbie

,
tZ:ZZr,_

,0"’’

***********

Kara -

CONGRATULATIONS

Congratulations on
Graduating! Love Mom &Dad

0.NraiZATULATlaNS
LISA McC45EEVy

CONGRATULATIONS
r [i&
IffIVAV
CONGRATULATIONS
CONGRATULATIONS
CONGRATULATIONS

DAVE SCOTT!!! SAE

Stephanie
Marie
am very

WE CAN’T BELIEVE YOU’RE
GRADUATING! IT’S THE END
OF AN ERA.
WE LOVE YOU!
YOUR ROOM 10 REBELS
TAt’ift2N*-4rS

pT() ud

Blake Clark

of
you.

Can YOU Believe
lar finally made it!
Love ya,
Penny Jo

We knew you
could do it
Buddy, you’ve
come along ways’

Hurrah!
Now you’ve done it!

JULIE FREUDENSTEIN

Love,
Your Adman

CONGRATULATIONS!

CONGRATULATIONS!
Love,
Mom & Dad

We are so proud of you
We LOVE you
r--

Vic Del Monaco -

Dad, Mom & Dave

as

Uri:41,u

Robert Mallard
Congratulations!
We’re very proud
of you.

4

MOM
’
et* -

ler71

_

&

It’s been a long
haul, but you’ve
finally made it!!
We’re proud
of you!
Congratulations!
Lots of Love,
Mom & Dad

love,
Dad

WINSUOMMEMMAIMi.,
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Patrick Quinn
...

It took alot of
hollering and
screaming but,
you did it and
we are proud.

1
.4’
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e...’..1 CONGRATULATIONS
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Lots of Love,

BRI-BRI
.....

::::

.1
::;I:

Tina
Bobadilla!
CHEERS!
Love,

...I::

:7.

MOM & DAD

s
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\
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Julie Bain
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Congratulations
on your
Graduation!

40.

Diane and

Debbie Drew:
You did it!
Love,
Mom and Dad

Love,
Mom & Dad

Frater Carlos,
TKE,

Ernest Cook

You have finally
made it! Now have
some fun.

6

. ". ’’L
,.

We knew you could
do it!

Congratulations
on your
Graduation

Y.I.T.B.
Solomon

Love, Morn

,

---

Liz Z.,
Felicitations et bonne chance!
Thanks for your warmth;
kindness & company. Keep in
touch.
Detout Mon Coeur Un ami

&Dad

BERNIE!
Your hard work has
earned you an
Engineering Degree!!
CONGRADULATIONS
Love,
Morn & Family

Susan Edwards MD
You finally made it! Come

1back & road trip with us
again!

v Cindy & Sue

WHEW
YOU MADE IT

BUNKY
Robert Behlke
You did it!
CONSIMATUflAnoyes

Scott McGadden

Lots of love,
Dad and Mom

Your day has
Come!

AAAALANK YOU-

EN

CONGRATULATIONS!
Elea’

Hannefore
’Barton,
Outstanding!
We are proud
of you.

Wyth

vatimv,M.MATMONAMEN

Robert Mallard
Congratulations on
your graduation!

Love,
Dave, Greg
& Dean-

We knew you could do it.
,
AP.."-

Love,
Grandma & Grandpa

ssz

HURRAY!
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STORMY REILLY
You finally did it!
We all knew you
could make it.

at7rtil.’74

C 0 N GRATU

ATIO NS!

Joanne Bucher

LT-13-4-

"HURRAY for #5!"
11.0ve Dad & Monil
<-1111

X

One down, two to go.
Love.
Mom, Dad, Trevor & Seann

Art Staff
to: The Spartan Daily
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Congratulations
and
good luck
in the future.

U,

(s,

.0110
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Rob

DAN

I

Spazzy,

KAREN FONTES
MIZELEW/BY":

Congratulations
on your success!

s Cindy You’ve come a long way, BABY."
We are so proud of you!!!

t4’
:-.15631

The REAL WORLD’s
awaiting!

405’

Kim

’

We are very proud
of you!

Love,
Mom & Dad

Love,
Mom, Dad, &
Family

Ow.
s.

rza
******* ********* ***
Congratulations
L7NNVON%.NNN

‘ NO. N N

*

Nini Nanhole,

Jenny Koo:

* DEAN ESCAPITE
With our Love,

Congratulations
on your
Outstanding
Achievements
in Graduation!

M o m , Dad, & Mona:

Let’s get into
trouble, Baby!!
CONGRATSM
your partner in crime,
Leslie

Mom, Dad, Mike
Al, and Josie

Kevin,

CRAIGER
I akways kne\x/
you’d make it!
We’re so proud
of you.
L ove,
Mom, VVhitney,
&

CONGRATULATIONS

You’ve still got
the world by the
tail!
Congratulations!
Love,
Ted, Mom,
and Jeff

Kim, Leslie 8r Dave,
Congrats .
.0.1 . .,.
and
II! : ......:4
l
ik. ’
Good Luck

Tony J.

PP.11;
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SJSU athletes feel the squeeze of Prop. 48 and sitting out
By Reggie Burton
Daily staff wnter
To athletes like Sean Davis, Proposition 48 is a form of punishment.
"It’s like being sent to a boarding
school for doing something wrong,"
said Davis, a sophomore guard on
the SJSU basketball team. "It’s been
a setback."
Davis and hundreds of other collegiate athletes have had careers setback or put On hold because of Prop.
48.
Prop. 48, amendment 5-1-(J), requires a student -athlete to score a
minimum 700 on the Scholastic Aptitude Test or a 15 on the American
College Test, A 2.0 grade point average in 11 specified core courses is
also required.
lithe students don’t achieve minimum test scores, but have a 2.0 GPA
they are considered "qualifyers."
This makes them ineligible for their
freshman season, but allows the athletes to receive a scholarship.
Aside from sitting out a year, the
athletes can’t practice with the team
and lose a year of eligibilty.

Student -athletes have a year to failed to meet Prop. 48 requireconcentrate on academics, but the ments.
effects of a layoff are often felt the
UNLV head basketball coach
next season on the court.
Jerry Tarkanian, who lost two reTo college educators, Prop. 48. is cruits to the rule, is not in favor of
a victory over sports promoters who taking away a year of eligibility.
use college athletics as a cash -cow.
"I’m in favor of the rule, but not
To college coaches, the rule is un- in favor of the kid sitting out and not
fair.
getting that year back," he said. "It
Prop. 48 has had the most impact poses a big problem. Two of mine
because
football
and
on basketball
(recruits) came up not making it
those sports generate the most reveOpponents of the Prop. 48 connue. The 1988 NCAA Tournament tend that it is culturally biased.
reportedly grossed more than $68
Temple University basketball
million and turned a $55.7 million Coach John Chaney, who is black, is
profit.
an outspoken critic of the rule. He
Is Prop. 48 effective when it pun- said the rule penalizes black athletes
ishes the athletes who have made who come from disadvantaged ecocollege sports big business?
nomic backgrounds.
"I think the rule has been effecNCAA statistics, accumulated
SJSU
baskids,"
said
tive in hurling
through a voluntary survey of Diviketball Coach Bill Berry. "The sion I schools, reveal almost all enproblem with the rule is the kid has rolled players who fall short on
to redshirt (sit out a season) and standarized tests are black.
loses a year. To redshirt a year is
Of the 599 athletes who were adfine, but they should be able to prac- mitted as qualifyers or test-score extice.’’
ceptions in 1986-87, 90 were in
Two of Berry’s top recruits are sitting out this season because they

Imagine taking a break
on a sunny tropical beach.
A vacation skiing on a
snow-covered mountain. A
summer touring Old Europe.
A memorable weekend
visiting home or a special
friend. Now you can do it
and more!
Enroll today in the TWA
Getaway Student Discount
Program. Save 10% on
all TWA flights. Travel
any class, any fare.
Earn Frequent Flight Bonus
miles for FREE flights and
FREE upgrades.
Membership fees from as
low as $15.00 per year.
Andrew Franklin
Campus Sales Representative
(408) 297-8809

to their junior and senior years in
school before they find out what they
need to get into college."
Tutko said educating college
How an NCAA by-law has affected 90 major college
coaches on the requirements of each
basketball players by race during the 1986-87 season.
individual school is important.
"We should be educating the
coaches first, then the athletes," he
said. "When coaches visit these
players, they can tell them ’This is
what you have to do to go to college.’ "
Berry, a member of the NCAA
Basketball Rules Committee, declined comment on the cultural bias
of the test, but said, "You should
not base a future on a test
Todd Peter, an assistant director
80
9
of research with the NCAA, said the
collegiate governing body may
men’s basketball. Of that total, HO with widely -known sports psycholo- strengthen the rule, starting in the
were black.
gist Harry Edwards, said the tests are Southeastern Conference, where
Football accounted for 254 of the unfair.
Prop. 48 originated in 1983.
test -score exceptions. Of that total,
"Based on the statistics. I think it
In the meantime, athletes like
205 were black.
said.
Tutko
SJSU’s Davis struggle to regain their
is discrimination,"
SJSU
psychology
professor "Something needs to be done early game after a year off. He said he has
Thomas Tutko, who has worked in high school. Athletes are getting
See PROPOSITION, page 15

Prop. 48 and College Basketball

0

Blacks

Whites

Others

20% OFF
THE BEST PIZZA
IN SAN JOSE
WITH YOUR
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT
AIRFARES
DOMESTIC AIRFARES
LANGUAGE PROGRAMS
WORK ABROAD PROGRAMS

TWA

GETAWAY
STUDENT
DISCOUNT
CARD

Cancun
Amsterdam
Frankfurt
London
Paris
Tokyo
Hong Kong
Sidney
Guatamala City.
Caracas

$289
$439
$448
$530
$634
$539
$579
$768
$399
$399

San Jose State - here’s your chance to SAVE 20%
and taste the pizza named "Best Pizza in the San Jose
Area" in KATD’s People’s Choice Pizza Contest!
Dine at Giorgio’s or pick up a pizza to go after 9 PM
any day, with your current Student ID, and Giorgio’s
will give you 20% OFF your purchase!

GIORGIO’S PIZZA HOUSE

CA112’00

411PkT

It ER KELEN

(415) 848-8604

HOURS:

1445 Foxworthy Ave.
San Jose, CA 95121
(408) 264-5781
(between Cherry & Plummer)

Sun-Thurs 4-11PM
Fri -Sat 4PM-Midnight

The Final Escaped_
BOOK BUY BACK

UP TO 60% FOR
BOOKS BEING USED
NEXT SEMESTER!!!!
SPARTAN SHOPS VAN
DECEMBER 12 - 16
MON - FRI 9 a.m. -4 p.m.
BETWEEN SWEENEY & MacQUARRIE HALLS

STUDENT UNION AMPHITHEATER
DECEMBER 5-19
MON - THURS 8 a.m. - 7 p.m.
FRI 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
SAT 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
(AT CUSTOMER SERVICE WINDOW IN THE STUDENT UNION)

CLOSED SUNDAY DEC 10

This Thursday Night Is Your
Last Chance Before Finals!
San Jose State, Escape To The Beach!

Rock & Roll
Modern Rock
Top 40

Any Shot of
Schnapps $1.50
No Cover Charge
with SJSU I.D.
(21 & over)
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SJSU women snap 25 game skid
hite
By Kathy
Daily start writer
II was hound to happen. After losing 25 straight games. the San Jose
State woolen’s basketball team finally celebrated a victory.
The Lady Spartans. after dropping
two ganies over the weekend at the
University of Utah Invitational has
ketball tournament, came hack to
beat University of San Francisco 6147 in San Francisco Tuesday night.
Friday, SJSU will host UC-Berkeley at the Spartan Gym, 7:30 p.m.
The next seven games will he at
home for the locals.
This victory was the first since
SJSU beat Sacramento State 65-61
Dec. 12, 1987. It is also the first road
win for the team in two years
"I think the tough competition the
team had during this weekend helped
them. ’ Coach Tina Krah said. "The
team really worked hard against San
Francisco
Krah, in her third year at SJSU,
said this win reaffirmed all the things

she and the team have believed since
the start of the season: They are better than they were last season.
Although the team has a 1-3 re
cord, Krah is sure the team will better last season’s 1-26 record.
"This is a checkpoint for us. It’s a
relief to win and relieves some of the
pressure tor the team," Krah said.
The locals lost to University Of
Utah, 90-45 and Southwest Missouri. 75-60 this past weekend in
Utah.
"Against Utah, we shot only three
free throws to their 36 and that was
really frustrating for us," Krah said.
"I was hoping that they would bounce hack and do better against
Southwest, hut they just didn’t."
The team has been led by transfer
student Laura Alexander, who
scored 15 points against San Francisco and Southwest Missouri and
added another 11 points against
Utah.
"She has done really well for us,
hut the whole team has done really

well." Krah said. "The key to this
year’s team is we have depth, where
last sear we didn’t.
Other scorers include returning
starter LaTasha Causey with I 1
against San Francisco and 14 against
Southwest. Jody Page chipped in 12
points against Southwest.
"Our starting line up includes
three freshman, one returner and Alexander and that’s not a whole lot of
experience," Krah said. "But we do
have a bench that has some experience and I think that allows us to
compete on a different level than last
year."
Goals for the team this season include making it to the Big West tournament at the end of conference
play. The Lady Spartans will have to
place eighth or better in the league.
"I think that’s a realistic goal for
us," Krah said. "We work hard
every day and that hard work is starting to pay off for us. I think making
it to the Big West tournament is
something we will be able to do."

Trial and error and taking on challenges
It was an interesting chain of
events that brought me to the position of sports editor. It wasn’t
because I was infiwmatio infinaus
in the sports world, or because I
could answer ev erv sports and leisure question in -Fri vial Pursuit. It
all boiled down to accepting a
challenge
When 1 began my job. I didn’t
know the difference between offensive and defensive positions. I
had never heard of a gridiron and
"the bone" was something you
gave a dog.
So in facing my challenge. I
had mountains of terminology
and rules to conquer. Without the
help of a support team, the sports
pages would have looked more
like a comic hook.
*The sports writers Though
my sports naivetØ brought forth
many chuckles and incredulous
looks of disbelief, the staff was
my sav ’or. Each of the five reporters was at least 10 times the
sports enthusiast I could ever
hope to be. Without their suggestions, not to mention their underdeadline miracle stories. I would
have been doomed to failure.
*The editorial staff Their un-

A HappyMedium

Laura
Lukas
derstanding of my awkward position helped me through many
evenings of terror.
*Bob Stockwell Bob purposely worked on my page in the
composition room so he could
catch any sports faux pas I may
have made on the pages. Though
we often faught over his suggestions, he saved me from sending
embarassing sports errors to
print.
*Johnny Johnson Without
Johnny and the rest of the football
team, the sports pages would
have been blank half the time.
Johnny, alone, provided pages of
exciting action photos and action
stories. The sports writers sav
he’s my hero. I guess he is.
uThe volleyball team Though

the football team generally steals
the limelight during the fall se
mester, these ladies spiked and
killed their way to the top all season. Not only that, but they made
it to postseason play. They gave a
to
"minor
new
definition
sports."
’The rugby team I couldn’t
have asked for better action photos from anyone. Thanks guys.
My family While I was never
home to take care of responsibilities, my family kept their complaints to a minimum. My parents
were pillars of support despite my
apparent flakiness. Mom even
made my lunch every day and my
five year old sister gave me her
McDonald’s lunch box.
My boyfriend He forced me
to watch football and put up with
my occasional bouts of schizophrenia.
Being sports editor has been an
interesting lesson for me. Perhaps
I might take to the gridiron again.
On the other hand, I think I’d
rather put myself on the 21 -year
disabled list.
Laura I,ukas was, but never
vt ill he again, the sports editor,

to help you fill your
Christmas Stockings

Proposition
From Nee /
become a better student by sitting
out.
"I came here to play basketball,"
Davis said. "It was difficult because
I wanted to help the team in my Ire
shman year. "The rule helped me
become more of a student. Now I

TURN
YOUR SPARE TIME
INTO CASH!

rUst want to play.’’

John Finau, one of two highly regarded freshman ineligible under
Prop 48 this season for SJSU, said
sitting out has been a learning experience.
"It has been like a big nightmare," Finau said. "I was hurt because I thought I passed it. Now I
just have to face reality and get on
with my life."

MEDICAL
SCHOLARSHIP
OPPORTUNITY
Full scholarship

assistance for
all four years of Medical or
Osteopathic school, with a yearround income.

Tuition, books and educational fees are all included
in the Navy’s Health Professions Scholarship Program. Along with $596 a month to help you with
your living expenses. And you have the opportunity
to gain real experience during the summer in
clinical and research clerkships at Navy Medical
Centers.
Upon completion of school and internship you
begin serving as a member of one of the world’s
finest medical teams. At a starting salary of $35,000
or more a year.
To qualify, you must be accepted to or be currently
enrolled in an AMA or AOA approved school of
Medicine or Osteopathy.
Senior pre-med students, who have applied to an
AMA or AOA approved school, should inquire
immediately.
For full details on the Navy’s Health Professions
Scholarship, phone or write the local Navy medical
representative at:’
Navy Recruiting District, San Francisco
1500 Broadway
Oakland, CA 94612
(415) 452-2900
TOLL FREE
1-800-562-4009

Here’s an opportunity to work
with the nation’s fifth largest
S & L, on a part-time basis.
As a CUSTOMER SERVICE
REPRESENTATIVE, you
would be responsible for
assisting customers with
daily teller transactions, as
well as aquainting them with
new financial products offered
by our S & L.
Successful applicants will have’
exceptional "people orientation":
and sales ability. Effective
communication skills, an
interest in helping customers, .
and a willingness to learn are ,
essential. A general business background and previous
teller experience would be
helpful.
Whether you seek part-time
work, or a step towards a
career in banking, you should
investigate the interesting
opportunities with:
GLENDALE FEDERAL.
For consideration, please
contact the Operations
Officer at one of the
following branches:
GLENDALE FEDERAL
275 W Calaveras Blvd.
Milpitas, CA
(408) 2262-3111
GLENDALE FEDERAL
1641 Saratoga Ave.
San Jose, CA
(408) 255-2222
GLENDALE FEDERAL
3000 El Camino Real
3 Palo Alto Square
Palo Alto, CA
(415) 493-8485

You clorit need
your pants’ Toney
s to buy a Macintosh.

SELL YOUR BOOKS AT
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ART SUPPLY

330 south tenth street
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Shuttle astronauts return
home under dark clouds
HOUSTON (AP) - Atlantis astronauts returned home under a
cover of darkness early Wednesday,
a fitting finale to their secret spacds
rod darkness to spy on the Soviets.
The five astronauts’ low-key,
rriiddle-of-the-night arrival
here
sperned an appropriate ending to the
classified flight, which had been
shrouded in secrecy since it was
loinched Friday from Cape Canaveral, Fla.
Despite the crew’s 12:50 a.m. arrival, more than 200 people were
ttiere to cheer the astronauts and
their wives when they stepped off
ti,yo planes. In contrast, some 5,000
fing-waving spectators greeted the
evening return of Discovery’s crew

in October.
Navy Cmdr. Robert L. Gibson,
who guided the 97 -ton shuttle to a
centerline touchdown Tuesday, was
surprised at the early -morning turnout.
"I can’t believe all of you are out
here at one o’clock in the morning,"
he said. "This is incredible. I expected just a hop in the cars and
go."
"It really was a great flight," said
Air Force Lt. Col. Guy S. Gardner,
who made his first trip into space as
Atlantis’ pilot. "I think we did a
good job for NASA and the space
program and think we did some good
thing Lt. Col. Jerry L. Ross of the
Air Force and Navy Cmdr. William

Bloom County

M. Shepherd.
Before Tuesday’s 3:35 p.m. PST
landing, NASA and the Air Force
only broke their silence twice - to
say the crew could proceed with operations and to give 24 -hour notice
on the landing time.
Mission Control then lifted its curtain of secrecy about an hour before
landing to report, as it was happening, that Gibson had fired braking
rockets to slow the spaceship’s
17.400-mph speed by 283 mph and
drop it out of orbieveral officials of
the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration inspected the shuttle,
some damage could be seen to the
ged than usual," said NASA
spokeswoman Nancy LAwato.
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’Gorby impersonator fools Trump
NEW YORK (AP) - Hundreds
or police who sealed off the Soviet
Mission for Mikhail Gorbachev’s
visit didn’t deter protesters or other
bystanders, including a "Gorby"
look-alike who briefly fooled the
media and Donald Trump.
When the real Soviet leader arrived Tuesday at the mission on
Manhattan’s fashionable Upper East
Side, he waved from his limousine at
the crowds. The car then disap-

peared into a ramp to an under- confused media members scrambled
ground garage.
for their cameras and notepads.
But 30 minutes before Gorba- Knapp stood on the corner speaking
chev’s arrival, Ronald V. Knapp through an interpreter.
caused a bigger commotion among
The message from the interpreter
the hundreds of people milling was simple: He distributed business
through nearby streets.
cards informing everyone how they
Knapp, the spitting image of Gor- could hire Knapp by contacting his
bachev down to what looked like a agent.
wine -colored birthmark on his head,
The mission showed no apparent
drove up a block away from the mis- acknowledgment of the protests, and
sion in a silver stretch limousine. As there was no glimpse of Gorbachev.
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fford.le price.. Call Mark Ellice, (406)943-9190 for no obligation quota
PUT

YOUR CAREER INTO HIGH
GEAR! Regiefer your resume now
with the professional unier pro-

gown Call (4011) 243-4070 for detail..
STUDENT

DENTALOPTICAL PLAN.
Enroll nowt S.. your teeth. eyee
and money too. For information
end brochure see A.S_ office or

PAINTER

WANTED,

FULL & pen 11111111 position. INGEBRETSEN VICTORIAN PAINT.

1.0 ...Nip

Ken Norton al 279-2060

end Investors seek foreign national. with first hand knowledge
of economk business, scientific.
and political conditions In horns
country

nor

consulting

For Information send 00.0110.10 BCS Internetketal, 70031
Marys Place, Suite 1400, San An-

ROOMMATE

WANTED!

I 5
Mks inn campus Greet for 4 people. Underground perking, full
kitchen In rnicroww $800 ,no,
0.11275.44139.10 unisiepe

FOR SALE

NUSES Sell benefit show tickets
by phone horn our San Jo. of-

BED - BYCYCLES Sorely ueed
men’s 34"& 31" 10 sod., 190
White formiu Odfreme wig trundle dwr,
$155, no meth*.
142 yr. neut .0.4. wht grey cat

fice. Mon-Fri 6369.00 PM Sat 91PM. Cell Duncan .1 064.0402

ROOM

FREE to gd home. trained to 11 on
command’ 976-5015, DON.

HELP WANTED
ACTIVISTS’S! Get pad to dellIt corporate lobbies and right-wing policies. Hrs. 2-11014, M-F Call CAM
PAIGE CAUFORNIA for mom
information S an interview, 20E6113
APPOINTMENT SETTING, pert time
flexible

howls
possible
$200ukly or more bee.d on sales
perlommue Ecellent working
=flagons, good communication
skills ,nut Cali 280-0454
ARE YOU LOOKING for fun 11 ..at log job? Start the Neer Year oft
non by joining PIZZERIA UNO In
Cupertino

We me

full service
specllizing
in Chi-

restaumnt
cargo style deep dish pizza Call
&SF, 10.7P4. to set up an Interview
. appointment. Cali (406)9742715
We are Mring for MI positions.

IDEAL HOURS GUARANTEED $61e
Make up to 411M plus BO-

17.00-$8.6011,.

OPERA-

TORS needed on greveyti shift
end weekend she (26-40 hr work
weak). Requires 1-3 yrs meth or
’ elec. aurenbly asp or soul./ rid In
the sciences or computer pros
Must be

US citizen We offer
Call
mine
education

100%
416493-100e 4445. VARIAN

CHILDCARE PORTON& AVAILABLE,
$5 to SI hr. PITT peations
Northern Calltornis Rennie., ITS
San Antonio Rd.. Loa Alto.. Ca
94022. (415) 949-2933, (415) 946
7933.
SECURRY111
Position.
now meltable, meter Bay Area venues, pert time, flexible hours.

CONCERT

CAN STAFF NETWORK 1415/36E9911
CARE
staff
COUNSELOR/DIRECT
needed at too* reeklential fade
ties for young adults &
Dente with autism & related diesbile. Full time & pert time
poeillone mend. Starting $464.25.10 Cell 4483063.
CRUISE

SHIP

J016311

Inunedlete

openings! Seseonel & caw. opportunttles. Excellent pey. World
Travel’ Call (refundable) 1.6164843E36, est P404.
DON’T MISS this OPPORTUNITY to
EXPERIENCE Ms Assoc.. Students 01 SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY Your student governle
currently
mospang
ment
applications on over 40 oommllleee including: Pub. arairitiona.
Judiciary, Graduals 51,44.4 91.
NM allocation. & Review Board
for Hum. subkrects Call A.S. Per sonnet today .4 6244240
EARN EXTRA CAIN. lianquel earners
I6.45 per Its, ben.. oldIe
116.211 per hr., warts. servers
Pert
lips
/.114.211 pm M.
141,1.100 cell evallable, no expertWOO necesearyl Ask for Mande
In pentennel, Sarni Clam &MUM
HOWL 7700 Mission College, 966
1100, x664111.
EARN U OVER 11114EAK ReeponsIbko
childcare needed for 2110 old during WINTER sesalen, 14-1P01111.
71 61PIII, In Salyut... Exe.
ret. reg. 010 131.7121
IMPLOMENT

OPPORTUNITIES,

Addly el MARIE CALLENOER’S
1/131 aleridlen Ave.
EXCELLENT SALES OPPORTUNITY!
Sal own hours 60% ofenwlealon,
were. sear ONO. No gaol.
-My’ Ina 94,111-1 Please Cargeol
Ppm Owner IN (IN) 911140117477111111.

In

new

co melts apgnesIve reps morn
for opening 01 ,110 oft (415)731926 1-5PM only

petitive Savings RM. Frerr
Manu
Check Writing Cashing
lecturer Hanover GSL’S. VaItal. Member Privilege. Call
647-7273 or drop by our 011110 .1
0111 .14 San Salvador
PROFESSIONAL DISC JOCKEY by
Desiree U1C11.I. formerty of KSJS
You’ve got the party, we’ve gol
the music. Michel Production.
provide. wide variety of mimic
tor your wedding party or dance
It reasonable rate. Call Desiree
or Phil et 270-8960 or 922-7359

After you Ell out data form our
computer selects only those
murces you Sr. qualified to re
colve. thus ensuring the best possible list Our service Is low-cut
and

guarenteedl Call or write.
Student Aki Smythe.. 106 E. Fremont An.., 0176, Sunnymle, Ca.

PRESCHOOL TEACHERAIDEI I HOBBIT DAY CARE, 571 N. 3r14 SI. PT
54104e hours. Mon-Fri. 6 Units of
ECE required par. fan, to pie.
CaN Meg 01 2540613

ROOM 4 RENT in 2014,10 duplex in Mt.
View. Male pr.., nmet be awn 6
$200 dep
quiet, S275uo
AVAIL. JAN. 1.415)1169-2135
2

MALE/FEMALE
ROOMMATES
WNTO !Sorry... Piedmont Rd
responsible,
wee.
Clean.

PROFESSIONAL RESUMES crested
by PROFESSIONALS 25 nmumes
10 cover letters typeeet-f orrnatled-printed, 130

$350tio

1 3 utilities
deposit
Wseher, dryer. microwave, fireplace. Nice wee! Cali Terri at 729.
3637 Teem message et 251.9343

LOST AND FOUND
REWARD FOR RETURN of lost silver
ID BRACELET. Betgiri inscrip

PUB, 294-3793.

Me

SJSU DISCOUNTS.
Contact Doug et (406) 262-7377.
Monday through Friday 3-IPM.

binge

Love

Jose.
SECURITY

OFFICERS
NEED
CASH?" Cara Security la hiring
for loll end pert dine minions AN
aleft available 7 days. 24

hurl. Excellent ply and ben.M.. P.M treinng, no exp. necessary Apply Moo-Fri. 0.1-5PM,
1700 Wyett Dr Sults 7, Santa
Clara, or 010844-CAVE
SECURITY ,RECEPTION. 116471th No
experience necessery, kiN & pen
time. We ere looking /or outgoing,
soar people to work at high tech
unwanted in Silicon Valley

All
shMs sr. We offer medics4 dental ins, weekly pay, non-uniform &
Nem uniform positions, vacation pay. reg Incr.... credit
union &
Inwriediehi
pecerrient. Apply Wyman Ion
-Frill VANGUARD, 3212
Spot Mon
Scott Shnti . Santa Clara (between
San Tomas 6 Clicott).
SERVICE & KITCHEN PREP PERSON.
NEL need.. Renege hours to lit
*Mt your echool schedule, MN
than 6 Interested, Mee. call

mom info eboul other activities
call Fetter Bob Leger or Sister

UNION
INFORMATION
CENTER Is now hiring for work.
study positions Contact Student
Union Director’s 01006. 8244310.

STUDENT

TELEMARKETING?? Appointment am.
My Pert Mu. $200WE POSSI.
BLE, DAILY CASH Welting Me
tame from Poems Afternoon &
everting shale avellable Good
voice & pereenallty Cell RICH al

TELEMARKETING

11114tour

SO -

NUM. APPt urn. MI9IPIE4
pl-Wrie In Aims.,, Valley Strong
pentenedly Cell Todd et 366.
6433.
WAITRESS WANTED, part-Ilme, WMMa hours. Geed Nee, imp pre.
Owed or wM Penn. Call Leroy at
2716.30. OKAYAMA JAPANESE
RESTAURANT.

winter breb so call AUSTRALIA.
NEW ZEALAND DOWN UNDER
TOURS. (415) 1/46-2160, and arik

297-

TYPING
AAAA.ACCURACY,

trust TONY. 296-20E7

SI 50 per pope double spec..
Available seven days weekly.
Quick turnaround All work guar.

AAA

ACCURACY

ALWAYS

ASSURED Professional Word Propews
mThesis,
cessing
um.
Desktop
Publishing
upebillties Serving Evergreen,
and South San Jose. Minutes
horn SJSU Cali Maureen (408)
227-9419 gem to Sprn

Moe lawreneed Heir 01.appeare
-Mgr.,
WPM My Cow’ Gwen Co
RE., 9643800, 1846 $ Sefton,
Ave.. VC -11.41 Today GOO. To-

sellarrr

ALL YOUR TYPING NEEDS MET. Term

(4011)225-9030
A BEAUTIFUL PAPER EVERY TIME!
word-prooseslry
Profeesional
eervices with student elleCOunte
available Orem Nat turnaround.
pkkup I delivery. gramme, ogling, laser printer and gunner.
co. Cell Pam.. It (408)94E3662 to reserve your time INOW
ABSTRACT WE’RE NOT! Academic

end typing service._ On-campus
pickup.del letter qui Tenn pe-

Yr.. *MI Call Ror (406)774-3884
(Peeve nmeaus) A.ilable 7 days
O week.

ery available Call (4041) 266-20111,
IIAM-9PM
ANN’.

WORD

PROCESSING(/’

llumee, Reports, Lenore. No ere
to type your paper? Call MARY
ANN et ANN’s, 241-5490,Sente
Clara
A

WORDPROCESSING

pere.group pro)ects, thee., re.
sum. letters. etc APA, MLA, Torso
-en formats Qua. Mier 125’

"The Perfect Pepe"
Low Priest
plcit up End deliv-

undergrad Resumes, burn pours. Mo.., reports of ell land.
STUDENT Mee for undergreds

A A-1 SECRETARY with computer
Close 10 0011001 Available night
and day Rush jobs are my speciality Can P.m at (408)225-5025 or

5625.

AMY FOR

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your
eudernIc.busInesakepel
word
processing needs Term pipers,
repo0s. nesurnwietters, grou
projectsznenuels,thesse, elo. Latter weary. All formats plus APA
Free PM

TYPING SERVICE Reesonable
mt.. Inas disk stomos Free
pick-up and delivery Cell 270.
8936

mom.. SPELCHEK

,punotuation.grammar

seals
Moos All work guerenteed For
the proteuloneleuice & depend-

CALL LINDA TODAY for experienced.
professional word processing.
Laser printer. use.* thenscripdon Theses term papers, group

able womy-froa smarm el Its beet,
call PAM et 247-21111 (Santa Clara)

projects. resumes, tC All Mrmats Including APA All work
guaranteed Outok return Aknoden Branham area Phone 2644504

00 WITH THE BEST! Take advents.
of our expo
-Ilse Top secretariel
service tor ell your WORD mo-

DISCOUNT WITH THIS ADI This year,
uN typist who he experienced In

Word

graphics. auk* rotor.. Lbrer.
Ian with MIS Call (408)732-7192

CAMPUS PICKUP & DELIVERY
Students. Warily, writers, bust-

EVERGREEN

secretary. WritsTyps-972-430.

MAGIC

PROCESSING.

WORD

mitt diec stomps Wick turnWound. Santa Clem Call 2.-

papers. theses, 1.00111.5. 1.11S19
No charge minor edging Rat. by
paw hour or pte. Former *pal

LIKE

processing. editing, rseeerch, mourn.. on-ilne reeruching. bate-

Thesis speciall.te. Also tam paper.. menuscripts, nor...no-Eye,
resumes ropetMve letters, that
sorption. Free SPELCHEK. copy

typist. 20% STUDENT DISCOUNT.
By apt Chrmtal
923-0461.

253-WORK
INFORMATION

PAGEWICE
WORD
PROCESSING
AND EDITING. Have MA. In English, 5 yra. exp. and. haunting obIteetitkon mkt doing It tight! FREE

ENTERPRISE

ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING and
transclpilon. Experienced Meets

ASH! When ovewheimed by 1.90119 10
be typed, RELAX AND LEAVE
THE TYPING to In. Oreduate and

punctuation. sentence structure
on request (APO, Turebien, Mc).
Former English 111.40. 01111 16 we.
experience
Willow Glen wee.
Phone Mrs. Norton .1 244-9445

schedule remove your dna early
P.4.923-2309
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AFFORDABLE STUDENT & FACULTY RATES!

o
-nosing needs Orephics, letters.
reports, mmusalpts. mammon
term papers, thee.
Editing.
Guntur & well checking Al

.. worth Eup’d with ESL ant
ere. Ed1Vrwarile too. Or Pe9.
(4041) 7324645
PROF

TYPING
&
WORD
PROCESSING. Rees. rens, fest turn wound. Clue to cernpu..Phons
292-4066 eyeing. & weekend..

WORD PROCESSING, papers. 1611111100. nen...MKS fon. Nedra
Eapartencad professional Free
SPELLING CHECK, disk dotage
Call 998.21
WORD PROCESSING

Studontioanoveriot

TOP NOTCH!
discounts

Editing mail Former tech editor
Mit BA In English & 12 yearn
prof word processing expo. in.
cludee spell punc dies tor
guilty output WILLOW GLEN
Petiole (4011)218-5668
WORD PROCESSING
reports.
pricing,
around
DACE 01

Letter

guilty.

thee. etc Reettonsosalute and hut turnCal 9AM to 1914. CAN211-4311

WORD PROCESSING - letter quality
preeeretion of term pews. reports. thee.1, resume., etc Res.
Onalsto pricing, accurate and NM
turnaround Can 9 AM -9PM. Can/Moe, 2944300
WORD PROCESSING Quick end metrouble Excellent guilty finally
01 247-1520

each ,,nei

Extra
E
1

$575
$660
$750
$840

$100
$1 15
$1 30

I
I

$145

I
Print Name

Semester Rates (All Issues)
10 14 I 1,,es $7000
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5
15 Plus Lines $90 00
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1
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City & Slate

SERVICES

mom your unwented hair
blind, tummy, moo
-elm-he, etc )
15% discount to student. end faculty QIN Won December 31,
NM end gen your ltrel wet .1 12

(BERRYESSA ere.) To mount
your
pap’s
compIetion
on

ACKNOWL-

EDGEABLE In typing that’s top..

San Joss SAM-10PM, Moo-Sot.,
plck-upgalvery twice doily.
EDiTINOWORD PROCESSING. Term
Pepe’s. Research Project., and
Reeuntes Help with ammo.,

Minimum three lines on one day

.m,yfoII

RARE IT ALL! Stop Moving. waxing,
Mewing or 0.19 eternal depillLet me permanently re-

ACADEMIC & PROFESSIONAL desktop publishing 6 word processing Pepers.theelareeurnee.
reports, manuscripts & group
projects welcome Student rates,
7 mln fmt undue no
& McKee

ACHIEVEMENT.

ACCOUNTABILITY,

Science),

I

one eaeciel is wiling to meet
you Hurry! Gill today! Over IS
only $2

Andy. TWA Campus Rep.
.09

reports, thews (esp
etc. .1 251-0449.

work done on PST.... PrInlee,
or printing from your 01.8 Bath
IBM & Moo II computers Spec.
student discount! Call Printy’s
WORDWORKS at 253-WORD or

Ad Rates

406470-2002
THE SOUTH BAY

You may chum. to leave your
own menage or hoer six different
meimages left by others You
doWl hem to do H alone Some-

day.) $2190
AIR Soc. I. for 3
credits. Cali 924-5325 for Into

(Count approvmately 30 lette,s and spaces

LUTHERAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every
Sundey .000109 .1 10 CO PM at
Gum. Christian Center. 10th
San Conn For more Infomunion

imports partners ant Mao evelleble

soneble reles Were feddependeers pranwnarmaparlancad.Cob
lege grad...cell us with papers,

SCANDINAVIA (Raw. Sweden,Denmark) JUNE 27 -July 16, 1689. (20

TWA OFFERS SJSU STUDENTS 10%
off ANYWHERE, any Ism. Call

ALL
formats
Including
APA
(NURSING DEPT) for ALL YOUR
TYPING NEEDS( THESES). Call
LIndenThe WHY Type, 723-1714,
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Print Your Ad Here

able at So-erten Bks klowneteirel
£11011.11. Bookstore

rem to meet quelity people for forum. or rnotwaro sod& ono

Got

friendliest people You can even
visit Tahiti or Hawaii on Ow *ley
becit, Its summer Nam during our

& more. 20 dithrrent book. even-

BULLETIN BOARD
NOW THERE IS A feel and esey

ZEALAND!

New Zeeland White-aster netting
yelling, dive the greet barrier reef!
Travel end party with the worlds

dons Available for 8 Engineering
coureas, PIT. Calculus. Osumi
and Organic Chemistry, Physic*,

Norb

NEW

your etentIon mete? New Zee
land compsny Mn openings for
few adventurous American. on
Its ’under 30" tours of Australia &

Jute

TELEMAPIKETW0M1111

.1041 12 NOON. 1104113.6.0.1

AUSTRALIA!

00.1 Tripe, Super prima!

Avenel. day. eves weekends by
appt Call Anna el 972-4992

TRAVEL

EXAM FILES Inn Professors throughout the USA Exam problems sr
the professors own detailed sok/-

911114520.
PART-71618
politleel work evelleble. IN pie hr
Hours 11:161430.1, 1110/1-Pri.
CAIJPORMIA
CAIIIPAION
Call

Cali (11001T77-7901

ELECTROLYSIS
CLINIC -Unwanted
hair removed permanently Confidential by appointment only, 2477486. 335 S Bsywoorl An.. San

Karen It CATERING SY COAST,
(408)7340600

5036
WRITING - RESEARCH - EDITING!!!

Judy Ryan at 296-0204

abourti;It
nmh.b
21so204
les .11 Rev

SERVICES

lt. writers Radom. Rewriting Creaky Berkeley. 14151 941,

you.

CATHOLIC NEWMAN COMMUNITY
MASS on Sunday evening. at
6 30 6 00 PM. Como
-is Christian
Center, 10th
Son Carlos For

RESEARCH

essIstanu
Academic Mule
Ghostwriting All subact. Gui-

Derkly pet off of me Hey Ms go to
CONFETTI’. I lied wonderful 3
day ethohol
EUSA

rates

WRMNG.

O AM-5P111, 260 Meridian Ave., San

Classified
word processing our specialty.
Guaranteed
quality
accurecy.
Free disk storage:proofing Roe

Obeid the Conn,’ specials Also
available. Europe next munter,

ante.. Then..

T-SHIRTS for hetemilies, sororities,
-knees Custom screen
clubs, Do
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BY TCH’EN NEVEM DARINBA. No No
SECURITY OFFICERS AND PATROL
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needed We tree Apply Mon-Fri.
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Non Sentimental mitre, 294-8215

PERSONALS

Atreine,

Join WSFCU - Your student Credit
Union-benefits Include ’Tuition
Books-Compute Loa.. ’Com-

FOR RENT 0330 *0
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house

reap Professor College student.
dep. Inched. utli. Call 432$385
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on weekends-Set -Sun. Call Don
.4 730-1401

94067, (401)7460709.
AUTOMATED VAC EQPINT

RENT

Excite ioc In
quiet. awn
nghbrlui In Ow EVERGREEN
HILLS Aurae 101010 fun SJSU
Avell IMMEDIATELY to quiet 6

LIFEGUARDS: SEASONAL & year
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Salary, Lifeguards 15.50-85401m
Pool
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Can 942.2470.
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Sliding
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Finals

Havin a ball

Supervisor

Front page I
afternoon will have to find some alternative. Holley said one option is
to change the time peak body temperature Occurs.
This entails changing sleeping
habits.
A student with an ti a.m. final and
a peak performance at 4 p.m. can
change his sleep habits so the biological clock shifts, causing the peak to
occur at the time of the final. This
student would have to go to sleep at
4 p.m.
However, he would have to begin
doing this a week before the final.
This may be possible for athletes
who wish to optimize their performance in overseas competitions, but
is probably not feasible for most students.
"If you’re looking for optimization, these little tricks may help,"
Holley said. However, he warned
that circadian rhythms are not the
panacea.
He said that short-term memory
recall is better if you study up until
the time of’ the exam.
"But these tricks may be a way to
fine tune, and may make a full grade
difference if you are on the border,"
he said.
Ultimately, old fashioned hard
work and a package of No-Doz may
prove to be more beneficial.

Raise
Brian Baer Daily staff photographer
Hen Liming, a human performance major, teaches fundamental
basketball at Lowell Elementary School.

Fixtures
From page
10 minutes, she said "It is an artistic statement on architecture and on the building: cleanliness is next to godliness." she
said. "We think the tile on it looks
like a wonderful bathroom.
Bob Trammel, assistant to the
dean of Engineering, hadn’t noticed
the showerheads when he was asked
for his reaction that morning, but he
didn’t seem surprised.
"It’s because of the tile." he said,
laughing. "When the building was
dedicated people were saying they
would put showers up because it

looked like a big bathroom.’’
Trammel said he smiuld probably
leave the fixtures up tor the day and
wouldn’t seek punishment for whoever did it. But )) noon, maintenance workers had removed them.
"I think it’s a practical joke." he
said. "If the person who I think did
it, did it. then I won’t do anything.

From page I
of 53(X) to $400 a month serving on
the A.S. Board.
"We don’t receive much money
at all compared to what other campuses do," said Scott Santandrea,
director of sponsored programs.
"We are putting ourselves back on
par with the rest of the CS (California State) system in comparison to
what other student governments at
other campuses receive."
At a meeting two months ago, the
A.S. approved the proposed formation of an ad hoc committee to study
other UC student governments.
Reese said he studied seven to
eight schools in the CSU system.

At least 15 students sitting in front
of the building Wednesda morning
Reese said the study found the
hadn’t yet noticed the fixtures. Most A.S. board members, compared to
people laughed when the looked those at other state universities, were
up, hut Diana Resch had trouble see- receiving much smaller stipends.
ing humor in the work.
"If we raised our legislation ac"I’m wondering why they put count, we’d still be under what other
them on the Engineering Building," legislative bodies are spending, but
the rneehanii :II engineering student we’d be more in line as a percent,"
he said.

Front page!
Pryce. another SJSU student volunteer.
"What impressed me most is he
never wavered on the fact that he
would win," said Lois Orr. an SJSU
student volunteer.
Campaign Manager Jude Berry
agreed the volunteers were important
to the win.
"Essentially we had the best candidate, but our volunteers made a big
difference. They were a highly enthused group," he said. "It sounds
like a cliche, but we were one big
happy family .
The campaign had between 100
and 150 volunteers who walked precincts, and there were another 50 to
80 people stuffing envelopes, Berry
said.
"I’m not sure what drew all these
people in." Gonzales said. "Hopefully it was me. We had fun."
Another important factor in the
win was Gonzales’ ability to raise
funds. He compiled almost $500,000 in campaign contributions, and
his opponent, Bob Livengmd,
raised more than $400,000.
Gonzales said he assessed the situation before running and realized
"the candidate who raises the most
money, wins the campaign."
Livengood also believes in the
power of the dollar.
"In the final analysis, the fact that
they raised nearly $100,000 more
than we did was the deciding factor," he said. "They were able to
generate a tremendous amount of
mail at the end and sway the undecideds. "
"We had the money to deliver the
message that we had the most qualified candidate," Berry said.
Four different mailers went out in
the last week of the campaign, but
they didn’t all go to the same place,
according to Berry.
"We had a Democratic piece and
a Republican piece and a piece for
people whom we expected to vote."
he said.
Berry estimated that between 10
and 12 mailers were sent out during
the campaign.
"We didn’t even get our mail to
some portions of the district," said
Livengood.
He said he intends to spend a lot
of time on the golf course before
making any plans about his political
future. Still bitter after his loss, he
lamented the negativity of the campaign.
"He (Gonzales) called me a liar,
that takes the campaign to the lowest

Dave Erickson Daily

stall photographer

County Supervisor-elect Ron Gonzales discusses plans
level," Livengood said.
Gonzales remained philosophical
about the camapaign despite the negativity.
He said he was particularly disturbed by a mailer which implied
that he did not have the support of
the Hispanic community.
"The people who signed that were
not leaders in the Hispanic community, they were individuals," he
said.
Throughout the campaign. Gonzales has insisted that no one person
can represent the diverse Hispanic
community. He will be the first
Mexican -American to serve on the
board of supervisors.
Preparing for his new role. Gonzales has been meeting with the
heads of county departments.
"Many of them said nobody had
ever consulted them before," remarked an astonished Gonzales.
Most of the county department
heads expressed frustration over lack
of resources and understaffing, he
said.
Despite his preparation, he said he
will face the county board humbly.
"It would be presumptious on my
part to go in there and say ’this is
how things should be done,’ " he
said. He expects to take a year learning the ropes.
"First you learn the system, then
you become a leader of it," Gonzales said.
Monday, he met with the current

supervisor, Tom Legan. Legan lost
the bid to retain his seat in the primary following his acquittal on child
molestation charges.
"We are working together to
make the transition as smooth as
possible, in order to benefit the citizens of the 3rd District and the
county as a whole," Legan said.
He expressed confidence in Gon
zales’ abilities.
"He will be a very effective supervisor," Legan said. He would not
comment on his own future plans.
Gonzales graduated from the University of California at Santa Cruz
with a master’s degree in public administration.
"My goal was to get into city administration." he said. But after
working in city government he
wanted more.
"As a staff member, you carry out
policy. As an elected official, you
write policy."
His political career began in 1977.
At 25, he was the youngest person
ever to run for city council in Sunnyvale and win. He served two consecutive terms as mayor, which is the
limit in Sunnyvale, then set his eyes
on the county seat.
Prior to his campaign for Supervisor. Gonzales was a marketing manager at Hewlett-Packard. His resignation from that position will be
effective Jan. 1, when he officially
becomes county supervisor for District 3.

Purchase your Mac now
from Spartan Bookstore
and save up to $799.00!
Macintosh n" Plus
$1,145 or
$52/mo.

Apple on Campus
Representatives (mm Apple Computer, Inc. will be on campus and be available to talk-to you
about your computing needs, demonstrate Apple products and to answer any questions you
might have. Here is a schedule of coming events.

Macintosh.
The perfect gift request this
holiday season!

December 7, Wednesday
tarn- lpm Spartan Bookstore Computer Dept.
1:30-3pm Montalvo Room

tuaLLEI

The Macintosh and Desktop Publishing
December 13, Tuesday
tlam- lpm Spartan Bookstore Computer Dept.

Win $100 Credit
towards Spartan Bookstore
Macintosh Training Classes
enter this drawing, drop off this coupon between December b, 1988 and December 10, 1988 in the
Spartan Bookstore Computer Department Drawing will be held Ma m December 12, 1988 You need
not be present to win

You
will
Save

Apple Credit

$1,770.00
$2,279.00

$322.78
$204.51

$79.00
$102.00

$3,194.85

$2,395.00

$799.85

$107.00

$3,396.91
$4,793.81

$3,075.00
$4,395.00

$321.91
$398.81

$138.00
$196.00

1989

Hold -the -line

Product

Regular
Price*

Cash Discount
Price

Mac SE/2dr."
Mac SE/20mg."

$2,092.78
$2,483.51

Mac 11/1dr.***
LaserWriter IINT
LaserWriter IINTX

Monthly
Payments

To

Name:
Address:
City:
Phone: (
Staff

State:

Faculty

Zip:

Full-time Student

Do you own Macintosh? Yes/No forcle one)

Art you planning to purrhse

Other
Macintosh Yes/No

Employees and family of Apple Computer, Int and Spartan Shope, inn Not Blgible

’Prices will be raised to the 1989 Regular Price once all items in stock and on order with Apple Computer, Inc. have been sold.
Keyboard for Macintosh SE sold separately. Keyboard, Video Card, Video Card Expansion Kit and Monitor for Macintosh II
sold separately. Apple Credit minimum monthly payment is $29. No down payment required tor Apple Croce Purchases. Phelps wit for SJSU
faculty. staff arid full-time students only. Cash discount price good for payment in cash, check or Apia’, Credit Card Payments made by Check,
VISA or MasterCard must be in the name ol the qualifted SJSU buyer, parent or spouse Checks made payable to Spartan Bookstore No two party
chocks acciood. A limit of one system unit per customer Macintosh is a registered trademark of Apple Compute Inc.
Spartan Bookskx Computer Department (408) 924-1909
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